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EA8T LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,

VOL. XXX, NO. 149

and shall also Include locomotive engines, passenger' coaches, freight cars,
way cars,, or cabooses, hand cars, ve
locipedes, and generally rolling stock
of all 4 kinds'; ties, timber, lumber,
and store house supplies of all' kinds;
coal and fuel of ail kinds; tools, Im
plements, machinery and appliances
of all kinds and" generally,1 personal
property of all kinds used" for railroad
purposes.
"The following valuations are' here
by placed "for assessment
purposes
for the year 1909:
"On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
LAS VEGAS AND RATON DISCB1M-- : Fe Railway company. On Its main
line from its Albuquerque depot north
INATED AGAINST IN MATTER
the Colorado line, per mile $10,500.
V to
OF TAXES.
On Its main line from its Albuquerque
depot south to Texas line, per mile,
BIG CUT IN SCHOOL FOND $7,500. On, its main line from Rln
con to Deming, per mile, $6,000. On
its
Santa Fe and Lamy "branch, per
NEARLY FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLmile. $4,000. On its Las Vegas hot
LARS LOST TO CAUSE OF
springs branch, per mile, $3,000. On
EDUCATION.
its machine slrops, fixtures and ma
terials at Albuquerque $100,000. On
Its
lots and town property in the city
SANTA FE RAILROAD FAVORED
of Gallup, $2,764.50." j
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Mullen's Bonds Approved. '"
Santa Fe, N. M., April 23. After
hearing arguments upon the third ap
peal bond to the United States supreme court furnished by R. G. Mul
len, who has been fighting requisi
tion to Corydon, Iowa, where he is
under indictment on the charge of
obtaining mcney under false pre
tense, Judge McFle yesterday afternoon approved all three bonds as a
whole.
This is regarded as a legal
advantage 'or Mullen:
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DENOUNCES LEADING NATIONS
SAYS VENEZUELA

LOST IF
PEOPLE SUBMIT LIKE SLAVES
'
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Las Vgai and Baton have been
St. Nazalre, April 23. The steam-- .
Makindu, East Africa, April 23.
discriminated against by the territorship Versailles, with Clpriano Castro The special train, bearing Roosevelt
aboard, arrived here this morning. and
ial 'board of equalization,' according to
party to go to the ranch of Sir
Friends Of the former Venezuela
those who have made a study of the
Alfred
Pease, arrived here at 6:30
president came to greet him. Castro
.schedules, and the Santa Fe railroad,
o'clock
this morning. All the mem
complained of illness but the captain
in a smooth manner, has evaded Its
of the shin said, he seemed in good bers are well. Roosevelt, Governor
proper assessments. A hardship has
health during
Jackson, F. C. Selous and Major
been worked on Las Vegas and RatBefore Castro landed he sent for Hearns, rode on a seat fixed to" the
acthe
on, but Albuquerque, through
newspape: correspondent and de pilot' of. the engine as far as MacKin
Biggest Engine. Ever Bulft.
tivity of the member of the board j
livered a harangue on the treatment non road, about
fifty miles, and were
23.
The heaviest lo
from that city, will not suffer.
Chicago, April
accrrded hiii by France and, the na delighted with the experience.The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe comotive ever built, weighing 430,000 tions In
general. He declared that
The party expects to arrive at the
railroad last year paid taxes on $96,-99-7 pounds without tender, and 605,000 Venezuela was lost If the
sub Kapitl plains at midday and to go up
people
with
will
arrive
here today mitted like elaves to
tender,
worth of property in (he city of
foreign powers. to the Pease ranch. It will have sev
Las Vegas on its tracks', machine from the Philadelphia shops. After
When asked as to his future plans, eral days'
before going to Naia
being exhibited
day It will be sent he said he had none and considered robi.,,.., At tamp
the conclusion of the visit
to
Nevada
the
Sierra
division
of
etc. The rate of taxation last year
the himself a prisoner of war.
His to the Pease' ranch, the party will
was $7,500 on the trackage. This Southern Pacific for use In freight trunks-wer- e
placed aboard a train probably fro for a few days'' visit to
'
and the former president started for
year It was increased to $10,500 a service on the mountains.
the.Juga ;ianch of George, MacMll- mile. This- rata wi mada a blanket
Paris, saying that he needed imme latj.' After this Roosevelt will Shoot
'
diate media;.! attention.
rate and Includes all improvements
buffalo at Hugh Heatley's ranch fifand buildings so that all that Las HMiiLTOij
teen miles from Nairobi.
Before
New Coastwise Steamer line.
Vegas will get is taxes on 1.79 miles
leaving Mombasa, Roosevelt received
' New Orleans, April 23. The Phil an address of welcome from the Amat $10,500. a, mile, or $18,795. This
READY TO DRAW UP
Is a straight loss to the city in tax
adelphia and iCtoilf . ISteamshlp com erican missionaries,
which Is to operate a line pt
valuation of $78,202. It makes a difSee Big Game.
ANOTHER MEASURE pany,
steamers between New Orleans and
ference in the city revenues In actual
23. The
Mahokus Road, April
Philadelphia, will begin service June Roosevelt special has arrived here,
cash this year of $2,189.65, of which
1. The line will give a weekly ser- - 276
miles ' from Mombasa.
The
$1,407.63 .would have gone to the WILL
STATEHOOD
will
and
four
Jvice
of
vessels
operate
weather is nice and the members of
schools of East Las Vegas and $782.02
BILL WITH SUCH CHANGES AS
about four thousand tons each.
the party are enjoying themselves.
for the running of the city.
WILL MEET APPROVAL,
Plenty of game was seen .by Roose-- ;
The value of railroad property In
, Contempt Case Goes Over.
velt, including about twenty giraffes
the county for the purpose of taxaSpokane, Wash., April 23. The and one rhinoceros.
Roosevelt is
tion has been Increased $62,000. Al- Is Having Interior Department Conof contempt of court against ! taking his meals on the train" with
charge
invaluation
has
the
been
duct Inquiry and Gather Data to
though
Deputy Prosecutor J. H. Pelletiece 'Governor Jackson. Kermit and .the
creased, the railroad has evaded city
Aid in Perfecting Grant 'Clauses.
accused of taking shorthand notes, other Americans take their meals
taxes on Its reality and has to pay
was postponed until Friday.
with the governor's
Washington, April 23. Those who
very little school of ctty tax.. Las
Vegas is entitled to a higher valua- endeavored to obtain statehood for
tion for the machine shops, ice hous- New Mexico and Arizona
during the
es, office buildings,
hotel, last session of congress and whose
depot,
freight house and other similar propefforts were unsuccessful in the sen- erty are located within the "city .limits.
Exactly the same scheme "Aras worked ate, are not relaxing their effort preat Raton.
paratory to presenting the subject
The Albuquerque member of the next fall.
Representative Hamilton
board of equalization objected to this of
Michigan, who will probably . be
Washington, April 23. The reading Smoot, to whom the zinc schedules
plan of assessment aa tar as the Duke chairman of the
on terri- of the taril bill was resumed In the were referred by the senate finance
committee,
city was concerned and made his resenate to lay. Numerous requests committee.
. iS,
.
monstrance so strong that it was tories, is having the interior depart-me'n- were made
The sm alters contended that the
by both"' republicans and
conduct an inquiry and gather democrats
agreed that the railroad should pay
'lor the passing over of proposition to transfer zinc ore faom
taxes on $100,000 worth of property data to aid in perfecting the land various schedules, although an agree- the free list and make It dutiable
In the city of Albuquerque, besides grant clauses of the statehood bill, ment was pieviously made that such at a cent a
pound would result in
the mileage. Thus Albuquerque, will which passed the house last session-Hamilto- action Is not necessary, in' order to Mexican ore being shipped to Beldesires to overcome the ob- permit a senator to enter and obtain gium and that- - the American mills
get the proper and . needed support
from the railroad for its schools and jection to the features and will rein- a vote on any amendment. Requests would be driven out of business, so
city government, while Las Vegas troduce his bill in December' 'with were made that a number of sched- far as smalting Is concerned. Smoot
the such changes as may meet with ap- ules be parsed over and the sugges- told the different "Interests . that they
,,and Raton suffer. Apparently
? board
of equalization has ,,, done a pro vaL Advocates of statehood have tions of varicus "senators indicated would have to get together or the
rates on committee would exercise its judgAlbu-- ( received assurance from Taft that he that more than half the
great injustice by favoring
tobacco agricultural ment without regard to the claims of
wood, sugar,
querque and injuring the other, pri- will aid the passage 6f the bill.
and other schedules would come in either side. Indications are that an
ncipal towns in the territory. V
for criticism at a later 'date.
agreement may be reached, whereby
The order of the territorial board SHOOTS HIMSELF WHEN
The Joplln, Mo., line producers ore will be made dutiable at one half
of equalization read
as follows:
of' American cent a pounl and that ore containing
and representatives
"All railroad property shall be and Is
WOMAN WILL NOT ELOPE
smelters were arrayed against each 25 per cent or less of zinc will be
J
nereoy vaiuea ior assessment pur-'
other today at a hearing, by Senator admitted free. '
poses on a mileage basis. Such val23
Oswald P. DunApril
Denver,
uation shall be based upon and include
road bed, tracks, can, 40 years pld, whose parents live
turnouts, wyes,
sidings, at Daweon, N. M. committed suicide
spurs, turntables, telegraph and tele-- ; by 'shooting yesterday, because Mrs.
phone lines actually owned by the Grace Hubbard, 2 J years ojd. refused
road, station grounds, station build- to elope with hiio.';;.; '; '.
ings, eating houses and hotel buildDuncan was not married, but Mrs.
ings, office buildings, reading room Hubbard was twice married "and has
v
K
buildings, round bouses, ice houses, a daughter. Hubbard said he was
Triniiad April 23. James A. Pat j from Chlcajri since Tuesday. 'He re- machine shops, lands used for water not aware of the relations between
the Chicago' wheat king, set out fused to tilk on the wheat situation.
supply, tie treating plants, pipe lines, Duncan and his wife. Duncan had ten,
,
with
Seeking Rest.
ompanlons on a fishing
coal chutes, water tanks, stationary been a miner and proposed to take
jb
The
duration.
of
23.
alT
stock
"I
Colo.,
have
and
days'
severah,
Trinidad,
engines,
station the woman west with him. A quar-- 1 trip
April
yards
i
ary buildings, superstructures and im- rel followed her refusal and Duncan men at the Janch said that the broker come to Colorado for. a rest," said
I
provements of every kind, whatever, shot himself.
had not see: a newspaper or telegram James A. Patten, "and I am going to
.

the-passa-

'

-

-
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.

READING

OF TARIFF BILL IN

UPPER HOUSE RESUMED TODAY

F

'

-

,

right-of-wa-

cide-track-

PATTEN HAS NOT SEEN PAPER OR

TELEGRAM SINCE LAST TUESDAY
'

.to

.

It

I

.

I am going to fiarUeit's ranch,
and no one will follow me there. The
place Is 25 miles from a railroad, .and
has no telephone communication, so
I will be free to do asj 1 please and
enjoy myae;?. I will receive no call
ers, nor will I permit Anything of a
business aaU re to reach "me. It's
quiet I want and it's quiet I propose
to have. I have earned a rest, have
plenty f money and now it's vacation
''
;
time:"
Mr. Patton was asked about the
drop In the price of .wheat and what
he thought of the market. "I can
bnly repeat what I have said before,'
answered Mr. Patten, "and everybody
knows what I think. v There is a
shortage of wheat and that accounts
for the higa price. I have not manipulated the t market, simply bought
wheat and contracts to deliver wheat.
just like steel makers buy Aw Jron.
If the supply o? raw iron suddenly began to show a big decrease what
would be t!?e result?
Why, every
one who requires iron in his business
would begin buying iron and the in
creased demand, would quite .natural
ly send up tbe price. I bought wheat.
yes, all I could get, for myself and
friends whivi it was cheap. We Bold
when the 1 rice went up. That's all."
Mr. Patten at .first was inclined to
be decidedly brusque in his manner,
and when a reporter approached him
and began asking questions, the wheat
king replied rather warmly, "It's none
of your d d business why f came to
Trinidad. I've been hounded almost
to death by reporters for weeks."
Later on Mr. Patten recovered his
good humor, and then it "was easy to
get an ' expression of opinion from
him. Mr. Patten, however, declined
to give out figures his crop experts
had gathered up to this time on the
ground .he was paying for this infor
mation out of his town, pocket and
what he learned he proposed to keep
to himself.
The Bartlett ranch is located 25
miles from ercio, Colo.; a station on
the Colorado & Southern near the
New Mexico line.
;
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WILLIAM
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STEWART

DIES

AT

CAPITAL

BIG OVATION
GIVEN TO
SULTAN
RULER OF TURKEY MAKES PUBLIC APPEARANCE ON STREETS
OF CONSTANTINOPLE.
SALUTES

VILLAGES NOW
ARMENIAN
DADmi V - nciMf- - rica.

ALL
t

V

PEOPLE WITH HAND

'':'..

troyed.

,

'

:

'

PRACTICALLY

WIPE OUT RACE

THOUSANDS

OF

WIDOWS

DESTITUTE

AND ORPHANS

UN-

ABLE TO GET AWAY.

i

sul- -

Constantinople, April 23. The
r
n evAnfa
ran onnaOiiafl
t

r

Ta

city today and was greeted by the
'
people with cries of adoration. With
a masklike countenance and his head
sunk between his stooped shoulders
he acknowledged the salutations' of
the throng by curt nods.
The occasion of the sultan's visit
was his regular Friday viBit to. the
white mosque outside the walls- of
Yildiz Kiosk.
It was the first time the sultan has
been seen in public since' the out- Ul cua. ul
id, vu vvuiu tuat ilia
sultan was to worship, great numbers
made their way in carriages and afoot
to greet the sultan. From the" gate
'
of the palace to tha
mosque, the
drive was lined on either ' side by
picked "regiments of the army. All
wera in fheir best 'uniforms' and occuThe
pied' every point of vantage.
avenue was freshly sprinkled with
white sand so that the oath of the
;
sultan would be uudefiled.
At noon the gates wej-- thrown op
en and the sultan appeared in his
customary victoria. After the completion of his devotions he returned
by the same way. Kia majesty's progress was marked by ovation, the people saluting him as a master and a
saint. He nodded to the right 'and
left and carried his right hand as a
salute. His uniform of field marshal
was covered by an old gray over
coat, which he has not worn in many
years. It Is popularly supposed to be"
lined with steel mail.
American Villages Destroyed.
Alexandretta, April 23.
Fugitives
who arrived yesterday,
relate that
all the Armenian villages are being
destroyed. Nearly every Armenian
dwelling has been burned and those
surviving are lying In tbe open, half
starved and in great few.
Thousands Destitute, i .v
- '
V
.ajuuuiou
population of Antioch and vicinity
was practically wiped out In the mas
sacres of the last few days by the
Moslems. Thousands of
destitute
widows and orphans In the district
are unable' to get away.. There Is no
security anywhere.
'
Peopl Fleeing."
Accord
Constantinople, April 23.
ing to consular ' dispatches received.
uv wcaat.iuu vi me
"
massacres in the, Antioch district
and the people are fleeing in every
direction. There was a slight oanle
in the Galitca quarters of Constanti
nople at noon, hut calm was soon restored.
;

e

'

PASSES AWAY AT GEORGETOWN
HOSPITAL AFTER 8ERIOUS
,
OPERATION.

Represented Nevada 28 Years in Up
per House and Made Many Notable
Speeches in Behalf of Free Silver.

' Former
Washington, April 23.
United States Senator Wm. A. Stewart of Nevada, died at "Georgetown
hospital today, following an operation. The body, will be taken to Ne"
,
vada Sunday.
Stewart had been at the hospital
since March 30.. The day following
he underwent an operation, the nature of which the physicians have not
made public. He was 82 years old
and had been a prominent figure In
this city for the last half century. He
Nevada altogether 28
represented
years n the senate.
"Stewart " castle" the former home
on Dupoht circle, was among
the
landmark Of the national capital, but
the cellar excavation tells the story
of the pulling down of the historic
structure.7 Senator Clark of Wyo
a palatial
ming, planned to build
structure on the site, but after a dis
agreement over plans, he failed to
build. Senator Stewart made many(
notable speeches on the floor of the
senate In advocacy of free silver and
his characterization of the demonetiz
ation of silver as the "crime of 73" is
a marker In political history. He divided his time between Washington,
his farm in Virginia and home at BILL TO LIMIT SIZE
Bullfrog. Nev.
OF LADIES HEADGEAR
'

'

4

'

,

'

4

,i
Captain Green Resigns.
V
Special to The Optic. .
Santa Fe, N, M.. April 23.
Captain J. W. Green this after- noon tendered his resignation as
superintendent of penitentiary to
Governor Curry, who will accept
it. The change will be made prob- .
ably June 1st.
.

A bill
Springfield, Ills., April 23.
was introduced In the legislature to
day which makes It unlawful to sell
or expose for sale a hat more than
eighteen Inches in diameter or with
a pin or plumage extending Hx Inches beyond the brim or tha wearing cf
the dead body of I'Mrd or animal
h.'lo''t to dersy and form a breeding
iplr.ee for germs.
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EXAMINATION

WILL

RE-INTRODU-

STATEHOOD

CE

TO

CALLED

i

TILL VACANCIES

MEASURE WITHIN NEXT FEW DAYS

The United States civil service commission announces an examination a
I guarantee Immediate relief and a
and"
May 19 ad 20 in East Las Vegas,
from-whicpositive cure to all sufferers from
secure
to
eligibles
elsewhere,
consideration.
B. of R. T., constipation. In every case where I
to m ike certification to fill vaWashington April 23. President time will be lost in Its
Judge Landis, in the United States similar committee for the
state
that
believed
the'
Twill
is
a
to
effect
It
fail
confidently
statehood
cure,
for
for
supply
7
enthusiastic
Taft
is,
cancies as tbey may occur in the sudistrict court at Chicago, Tuesday, in passed through the city on No, last
state-- " New Mexloo and Arizona, and has hood will bo given the two territories
frank
a
That's
free.
medicine
Fe
Santa
for
Albuquerque.
pervising architect's office in the pothe test cases against the
evening
without much delay. All sition of architectural draftsmen, at
law governing
Jack Frost who had been running ment of facts, and I want you to sub promised to insert in his message to this winter
railroad in the
"
.
congress next December an urgent the government departments having salaries of 1.200 per annum and upreturned to Rat- stantiate them at my risk.
on the Belen cut-oftelegraphers, upheld the law.
effec
a
are
Rexall
Orderlies
gentle,
request that congress pass an act anything to do with the territories are ward, and "it. the position of JuniorSeatfor
The contention between tne gov- on and will leave Saturday '
bowel
and
safe
regu enabling th-- j two territories to enter unanimous in favor of statehood. architectural draftsman, at salaries.
tive, dependable
ernment and the railroads is aa to tle, Wash.
There are said to be over 80 of the
the union as full fledged stages.
tonic.
and
They
ranging from $810 to $1,000 per ant
Conductor S. a! McDonald will boon lator, strengthener
what that law means. The Santa Fe
92 votes in the senate in favor of
house
of
the
Hamilton
Chairman
a
in
functions
nature
num. As an insufficient number of
have
employed two operators who, by the leave for the Topeka hospital to
do not cause committee on territories, has been admitting New Mexico and Arizona eligibles to meet the needs or tne
way.
They
easy
quiet,
three-houa
r
specin
tested
and
treated
the
rest
his
by
eyes
expedient of a
and it is believed there will be no service resulted from the examinaany Inconvenience, griping or nausea. in consultation with the president
midst of
tricks, really per- ialist in that line.
more opposition in the house than.
the
last
since
times
congress
several
tions held on March 10 and 11 forj'
Owen A. Kane, third trick operator They are so pleasant to take and
formed actual labor only nine houra
there was at the last session when
statehood
tu
in
the
question,
regard
be
so
that
tak
work
these
may
they
easily
positions, qualified persons are
arrivFe
at Williams,
for the Santa
,
ach day.
the enabling act passed with a big
within a few days,
and.
will,
at
time.
en
any
They
by anyone
urged to enter these examinations.
The government alleges that this ed in Albuquerque and will remain
a bill enabling the vote supporting It.
duce in
tone
whole
the
age limit for both positions la
system
up
thoroughly
constituted a violation of the law. there a few days visiting friends.
From all indications in the capital The,
two territories to enter the union
18 years or over on the date of exa
have
to
They
activity.
healthy
was
A.
F. Youngston
Conductor
adJudge Landia admitted that the conseparately. This bill will follow In New Mexico and Arizona will be
amination. Applicants who fall to
struction of the statute was open to called on short notice yesterday af- most beneflcial.'actlon upon the liver. general that one introduced at the mitted aa. states within nine months.
show in their application that they
are.
Orderlies'
Rexall
unsurpassable last
'
question and by agreement 'of coun- ternoon to go out on No. 10 passensession, which was drawn after
have had sufficient training and exuse
of
old
for
and
ideal
the
children,
conferences between offi--I - At a' meeting of the board of re-sel, the defendant was allowed to ger train in place of Conductor R. F.
long
many
perience to entitle them to a rating
'
folks and delicate persons. I cannot clala of the two
ents of the University of New Mexi
territories, the dele
plead guilty guilty and was fined Hays.
least 60ln that subject will Jiot
ofat
' V. C.
alii
too
to
recommend
them
"
highly
Dunham, a Santa Fe fireman
1100. The decision will be appealed
gates, and members of congress who co in Albuquerque to consider the be admittsd to these examinations.
form
from
of
sufferers
constipaany
Raton
who resigned his position at
were exerttni; their influence to have filling of vacancies in the faculty,
as this case is the first one started
" '
Competitors in the above examinatwo weeks ago for work on "the Belen tion and its attendant evils. That's the territories admitted, and with all twenty-oncommunications were re- - tions will bo furnished with whatunder the "hours of laborrf law.
1
back
in
with
cut-ofthem
faith
my the benefits possible to give them.
my
returned to that city and left why
celved from applicants for the posi- - ever
The court said the situation was
drawing paper and traeing vel--.
'
promise of money back if they do not
It Is not expected to make any, ef- - tion of president to succeed Dr. W. G.
one not free from difficulty because for the east.
ls
lum.
necessary, but they must sup
36
tablets fort to pass the bill at the present Tight.
Dn Wilson of Gallup, has been ap- give entire satisfaction
of congress failure to make clear its
with a drawing board
themselves
ply
Mur-phe12
10c.
G.
and
E.
tablets
25c,
insession of congress. It 1s the
meaning on this point in the body of pointed temporary physician and. sur
18 Inches square and
thai'.
Dot
less
tention of Chairman Hamilton to inDouglas avenue and Sixth st.
A large number of people are atgeon for the Santa Fe in the Carbon
the law.
materials which.
troduce It :o that the members may tending the series of, revival servican all other drawing
succeeding Dr.' W. H. Burr,
"I am of the opinion," asserted the city,
Unless
deem
necessary.
may
pass through Las Vegas in transit to have an opportunity to study it dur- - at the Baptist church at Albuquer- - they
jurist, "that the law means an opera- whose death occurred in Albuquerque the coast.
on
the
the
otherwise
sheet,
stated,
This means several addl ing the recess. Its provisions will be que in which Prof, and Mrs.
'
tor cannot be on duty for more than recently.
use of handbooks is forbidden, inese
New
crews
on
tional
well
train
Mexi
known
the
time
Jie".
are
the
congress ' gomery
by
assisting the pastor,
Nabor Costillo, a Mexican, twho was
one period of nine hours, and that
convenes noxt winter, and on this John A. Shaw, and the gatherings are examinations are open to all citizens
co division.
period starts when he begins work working with the Section crew at
of the Unit-3-States who comply "with
Conductor James Kendrick, of the account it is expected that not much proving Inspiring end successful.
and ends when he is finally dismiss- Morley, was killed Monday morning
the requirements.
ed for the day. Otherwise the pur- by a runaway bunch of cars which Colorado & Southern out of Trinidad,
pose of the law Would be defeated." broke loose from their moorings es was In Las Vegas Tuesday purposely
Dr. Yoakum of Cerrillos was taken
No. 1 passed by and sped down the to visit at the bedside of Conductor
to Albuquerque, where he entered &
M. R. Jones at the local railroad hoe
CAUGHT ON THE FLY
steep grade at that place.
hospital. Overwork due to the prevaHarry Llnten, a hostler at the San pital. However, the patient was not
Brakeman P. Stuart is whiling away
lence of an unusual amount of Illness
Much ticknetl Starts with weak stomach, and consequent
at Cerrillos caused a breakdown.
a day or two socially in Albuquerque. ta Fe roundhouse in Gallup, was able to be seen by anybody that day.
lack
poor, impoverished blood. Nervous and
General Superintendent R. J. Par
Conductor J. W. Wells departed for brought to Albuquerque and ptaced in
need
stomachs
red
blood.
Their
invigorating
food, rich,
Words to Freeze the Soul.
tor. after all, a man can be no stronger than his stomach.
Albuquerque yesterday on a visiting the Santa Fe hospital, suffering from ker arrived In Las Vegas by special
and
the liver
makes
stomach
A
"Your son has Consumption. His
that
the
shoulder blade, the result train of three cars at 5:20 last evenfractured
remedy
strong
trip.
case is hopeless." These appalliing
active, makes rich red blood and overcomes and drives
Willis Thomas left Raton to take a of being crushed against the round ing, spending but a. few minutes here
g
bacteria and cures a whole multiout
words were spoken to Geo. E. Blev-en'
before pulling out for Albuquerque, In
.
tude of diseases.
a leading merchant of Springposition at Clovis, N. St., as round- house by an engine.
'
The Santa Fe rallroady has been charge of Conductor McCllntock and
field, N.
'by two expert doctors-o- ne
house clerk.
Get rid of your Stomach Weakness mad
a lung specialist Then was shown
AccomLiver Laziness by taking a coarse ot
Conductor E. E.' Wilson is trying awarded the contract of transporting Engineer Harry Hartley.
the wonderful power of Dr. King's
Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
out a new buggy which he is fitting the 1,000,000 tons of coal recently sold panying Mr. Parker were: C. A,
-New- Discovery. "After three weeks'"
ztho
Liver
Stomach
treat
Restorative,
by Col. J. A. Owenby and hl eastern Morse, chief engineer; C. H. Gaunt,
to an old horse.
: ,
use," writes Mr. Blevens, "he was as
Invliorator and Blood Cleanser.
well as ever. I would not take all
W. Lee Hill left Raton for Wei associates of the Wootton Land and assistant general manager of
the
You can't afford to accept any medicine of unknown
In the world for what If did
to
ruei
wnere
ne
the
United
company,
run
on
Kan.
Discovas
States
Medical
western
M.
a
will
me
"Golden
substitute (or
composition
lington,
Drury,
district;
j.
for my boy." Infallible for Coughs,
which
is
medicine
a
cut-ofnavy. This coal will ba delivered to chanical superintendent,
ery,"
of known composition, having
that part of the
and Trainaod Colds, it's the safest, surest cure-o- f
a complete list of ingredients in plain English on its bot- -,
R. J. Moore arrived in Raton from the navy at San Francisco and will master J. E. McMahon.
desperate Lung diseases on earth.
same being attested as correct under oath.
50c and $1.00 at al. druggists. Guar-ant- ee
Trinidad to act as clerk in Trainmas
Dr. PJerce'i Pleasant Pellet regulate and Invigorate Stomach, Liver mad Bowels.
satisfaction. Trial bottle free.
ter Ed. Dowling's office.
Foster Jones, a former baggageman
at liamy, has. been added to the sig'
nal service at that place.
Switchman Skidmore left Raton for
the Belen cut-ofwhere he will visit
friends a couple of days.
George Madlnger, a fireman on the
On December 16, 1903, there was in of this society the recent
Santa Fe, has been transferred" from
legislatare
Raton to Wellington, Kan.
corporated by John R. McFie, A. L. passed an indeterminate sentence and
Conductor 6eorge Tripp and crew Morrison,, Jose D. Sena, Frank Dlbert, parole measure which will soon become law. But the society does not
went down the road with the second F. ,E. Dunlavy, E. A.
Fredenhagen, recommend
any one for parole or for
section of No. 1 yesterday.
Donizetta and J. Edward Wood," a soy
that
pardon,
being out of the province
Wm. Carney, brakeman
on
th ciety, the 6cope of whpse work is not
Santa Fe. has been transferred from generally known. The New Mexico or prisoners aid societies. In the
cqurse of a year many prisoners are
Raton to Trinidad on the coal run.
Society for the Friendless is a branch assisted in one
way or another to be
Two cars of horses in transit from of the Kansas, Society for the Friendcome better citizens upon discharge.
werev
at
...
Gallup
unloaded less, and a part of the success of the TT7I
Dodge City
wuen possioie, tneir ramuies
are
and fed at the local stock yards yes- work In New Mexico is due to the
given needed aid
efforts of General Superintendent E.
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and such other departments
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as local needs require. :
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found
in
the
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Edward
work,
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between
this
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friends,
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price.
stomach misery, sour
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ties. I must not detain you longer,
though I should be glad to call the
roll of the noble men who have sprung
"
from such splendid ancestry.
"But may 1 be Indulged the pride
of telling you what my native, centutown has given to the world.
ry-old
Eight governors, three United States
senators, three generals of the civil
war, one of the world's greatest engineers, a distinguished painter and
sculptor, two novullsts read wherever
the English language Is known, , a
poet whose songs have thrilled millions of hearts, a rear admiral and a
gallant commander whose heroic and
tragic death Is known - to everyone,
together with almost Innumerable
legislators and financial magnates,
e
ministers
with more than
of the gospel. Is it not well named
"A Cradle of American Genius?"
"But I am persuaded many of you
hail from towns and cities that have
given hosts of splendid men to state
and nation. I think I can in no way
more appropriately close these words
than in giving what is doubtless one
of the latest and most truly charac
teristic poems of our Hoosler , poet,
James Whltcomb Riley.
In have
searched his books and poems, but do
not find It 1 any of them. It was but
recently elided from one of our
church papers, ascribed to James
'
Wh'.tcomb Riley:

BUY

OLD HOMESTEAD

was natural Virginians should migrate
thither. ' Two of its territorial gov
c
ernors
were from the old dominion
Saturday was Rev, Dr. R. H. Wilkinson, formerly of Evanston, 111., but General William Henry Harrison and
General Thomas Posey. James Noble,
now a resident of that city.. Mr.
HIGHEST PATENT FLOUR
of
a notable Virginia family, was In
Is
a Hoosler, though
however,'
States senator,
In the course of bis address he spoke diana's first United
1816
to
his death in
from
serving
of the word as one of depreciation.
After putting bla audience into a 1831. Our family physician was a
MADE By
NEWEST and
pleasant mnod by humorous Illustrat- Virginian. Thousands of her best
BEST PROCESS
to Indiana, becoming
ing anecdotes, accounting for the families came
"OLD HOMESTEAD"
ment of Hoosiers into that val- leaders in territorial and state government. So prominent were they as
ley, he wi a history of Indiana and
to become known . as the Virginia
Its people t follows:
is
"How will The Hoosiers Who aristocrats. It was natural, too, that
border
cross
the
should
very
many
Were They and Whence Came They?'
AS GOOD"
do for a theme? And shall I not from Ohio, my own mother amons
first speak of the origin of the word them. Her grandfather, Dr. Davis,
only log
Itself? Its first use in Indiana was settled in Cinclnnatl'ncre
y
ere. Have heard my
In a Carrier's New Year's address' huts were tt
how they had to stand
some eighty years ago. It was not mother tell
lest the Indiana should
at
night
guard
to
coined
designate the sturdy yeo'
steal
horses
and cattle. Later
their
Tf won
mnnrv nf fMii naflvA afota
Try our Yankee Coal No soot and little ash '
made their home at Brooic-vlllthe
'
''
family
;;
"...
imported frcm the south, meaning
eight miles over the line, in
much the came as our Illinois
Indiana. There Dr. Davis established
seed. It ra& given to Indlanlans
When you. dfvide the
tit
ihalr matin annanrflnro the first dreg store. Last September
.llppfllKta
I had the irivllege of helping celeYou know ,: was man years boforo
price by the number of
'
brate the centennial of my native
Everything in the building line-Loprices
iihilhiio uuu qiutjit uence uui tew cuy
extra months that
BroDkvllle.
be Indulged
I
May
place,
'
rusfolks the vast majority were
A complete stock of wall paper.
to further sy that this great grand- "If you should meet a fellow man
tics. I have always felt indignant at
Bunker
trouble's
with
father of mine fought at
Hill,
flag unfurled.
the nickname Hoosler as a term of was
PHOtoEMAIN56
CLOTH ICS FOR BOYS
later a eoldler under Washington, An' looking like he didn't have a
of
depreciation,
belittling. However, and it's
him I was entitled
in all the world.
friend
through
the day has come that it is an hon- to become a Son of
give extra wear you' sec
the American Rev Go up and slap him on the back, and
orable title.
the economy of giving
olutlon.
holler, 'How d'you o?'
"As Indlanlans we have every reaenough to get enough.
"A large 1 umber of Pennsylvanlans And grasp hit hand so warm he'll
Built honestly so the makson to be proud of lour ancestry.
came early to Indiana by way of the
know he has a friend in you.
ers include their label. If
Our state was originally settled by
Ohio river. I
know many Then ask what's hurtln'
the value were lacking so
him, find
the best blool of Europe and our own families.. Therepersonally
was David Wallace,
would
the labels be.
cares
his
laugh
away,
w
land, as lid the Puritans and Pil- who was oue of the
early governors And tell him that the darkest night
in
VTRAQQon
new
seek
world
label is a
hemes
the
The
grims
of the stats. His son, General Lew
is Just before the day.
back
for freedom's sake, so the early set
of
"money
pledge
Wallace, was born at Brookvllle. Tbs Dont talk in
but
when
tiers of Indlena came to escape the second
graveyard
palaver,
you'redisappointed."
territorial governor was John
( incorporated)
The safest clothes sold.
influences of oppression and slavery.
say it right out loud,
Gibson, a Pennsylvanlan. Of .course
God will sprinkle sunshine
Those from Europe .came that they
That
in
flXTRAOOODkneepants
Kentucky contributed largely, and of
are- lined all through, which
the trail of every cloud.
WHOLESALE
the finest lamllles, to Indiana's pionmeans
that seat and seams will
nous conditions of the old world. Many
eers. The Cumberland road, the Ten- This world at best Is but a flash of
as
and
the
twice
hold
pants
long
thousands left their homes in the sun- nessee and Cumberland rivers were
pleasure and pain
will drape twice as gracefully.
is
Some
the
ny south for the rigors and hardare
WOOL,
ordinary
price
days
Only
bright and sunny, and
highways of immigrants into Indiana.
not the clothes.
some all splashed with rain
ships of a northern clime that they Thousands ' of the mountaineers of
might leave belnd the blight of Tennessee, North and South Carolina, And that's Just how it ought to be,
Homoa mt
slavery. However, it was high moral of Scotch-Ir.'&for when the clouds roll by
descent, of noblest
mere
Eamt
than
selfish
lam
interests
principles
Voga; N.M., Albuquerque, M. M., Tuoumoarl,
migrated to Indiana, settling We'll know Just how to 'predate the
that led them to seek the carviatj blood,
N.
Mm,
Poooa, N. M., Logan, N. M., Trinidad, Colorado
,
all up and down the White Water
Boston Clothing House
bright and sunshiny sky.
out of free homes for themselves asd
So
learn
to
And
as
take it
it comes, and
there were the North
valley.
their children in the dense forests of and
South Carolina Friends or Quakdon't sweat at the pores
north.
BAIN WAGONS, tha Dost Farm Wagon made
the
H. GIEENBERGER, PROP.
ers, descendants of the noble Hugue-notl- c Because the Lord's opinion does not
"I. challenge any man to an In
RACINE-SATTLEY
stock originally driven from
coincide with yours;
CO,, Vehicles
review of the history of In- France because of thei! heroic
- But
when
pioNAVAJO
always
BLANKETS
rememberln',
keep
diana's flint settlers. Let us spend
testantism..
cares your path ensnroud.
They, like the Scotch-Iriswalked through many of the cuts,
a few moments In such a review.
the
left
south because of slav That God has lots of sunshine to The workVahould be made
'
Doubtless you all kno the- - territory
strictly
"
ery- - They largely made their homes
I' business proposition. I believe Col
"spill behind the cloud."
of Indiana originally belonged to Virmidway of the state, along what
Goethals should have full control and
ginia by conauest. In 1784 that state later was the National ' road.
They
be allowed to dictate the entire poli
ceded It, with a large part of Ohio, became one of
the great stalwarUy J. G. DARDEN TELLS
cy, and should not be hampered by
to the TJnltsd States. In 1800 It was moral elements of Indiana.
more, each delivery, 20c per 10b lbs.
1,000 lbs.,
or other influences. Then
political
met off from Ohio and given a terriOF
TO
PANAMA
TRIP
must
not
I
"And
2,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c per 100 lbs.
forget that garden
believe the canal could and would be (.000 lbs.,
.
torial government. Till 1805 it innortheastern
200
such
made
1915.
was
before
on
or
finished
Indiana,
spot,
It
1,000
lbs.,
lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
cluded whit Is now the state of MichoverNew
from
the
ocean
New
to
from
a
200
by
Englanders
23.
trip
lbs.,
pleasant
50
lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Is
the
"It
Washington,
1809
April
also what is
igan, and until
flow in tha Ohio western' reserve,
Less
each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
lbs.,
50
grandest work mortal man has ever York to Panama, though the Weathe:
now the state of Illinois. Being for
owned and settled by Connecticut . undertaken in the history . of the was worse than for many )years off
many years a province of Virginia It
"I have not yet spoken of the very world. As to the pyramids, they have Hatteras; it was especially agreeable
the Swiss, brought down 'for some thousands of during the time passed at the elegant
early European people
who filled up and gave name to the years the type of the civilization of home of Cot Goethals; and. along the
Harvesters, Storers and -- Distributors of Natural Ice, the
county of Switzerland. Then there that time; but tho Panama canal will canal; also at the pleasant reception inritv anrl lastinc nvialif.tps nf wViir.h liav ttiarle Tnn Vpora
were the splendid Germans who over cause the names of President Roose by President Obaldia of Panama; and famous. Office: Vol Douglas avenue.,
(
ran the county of Dubois, and, I be velt, President Taft, Colonel Goethals, upon the return to New York, was
taken from the vessel down the bay,
lieve, also Jasper county. Everybody and all connected with that stupen
and rushed over to Jersey
More than nine "out of every' knows of the French settlements ous undertaking to reverberate down by a tug
thus missing the interview by
City,
itself
the
of
time
corridors
time
till
ten cases of 'rheumatism are along the Wabash. All these made shall be no more."
various reporters that so kindly inof the fine citizens. Later, during the hard
vessel
the
quired for me when
simply rheumatism
D.
of
Albu
Thus
Darden
spoke J,
of the Napoleonic wars, there
.'
docked."
muscles, due to cold or damp, times
came to Indiana a heavy emigration querque, N. M., upon his return, af
or chronic rheumatism. In of
as a guest of
the best English, Scotch, Irish and ter a month's trip and
Delicious Banana Cream.
Col. Goethals, the chief engineer now
such cases no internal treat- Germane. Perhaps
WHOLESALE GROCERS
no state was so
This
recipe Is highly recommended
free
in control of the construction of the
ment is required." , The
our
one
of
It
cosmopolitan In its pioneers and citi Panama canal.
correspondents; try
by
Seeds and Sasdara
application of
Doubtless
zenship as Hoosierdom.
Mr. Darden was most enthusiastic, for dessert tomorrow.
count
me
hear
smooth
can
rub
who
Peel
five
many
today
large bananas,
and, said he could not speak in too
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
three or four strains of the noblest high praise of the manner and class with five teaspoonfuls of sugar. Add
All
kinds pf Native Products.
cream
to
beaten
one
sweet
blood from this commingling of races of work now being so carefully and
teacup
'
Grain
Sacks, Hay Presses.
in the pioneers of our Hoosler state. systematically carried on by Colonel stiff froth, then add one lOo package
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
of Lemon JELL-- 0 dissolved In 1
'
Governor Kibbey, whose strong Goethals.
-y
is all that is needed and it is cer- Here's
mold
Four
Into
water.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
Scotch-likand it may be
Excavations on the canal made by teacups boiling
tain to give quick relief. Giva it face looks
has a cross of German and English the French, 81,548,000 square yards; and when cold garnish with candled
a trial and see for yourself how
and
blood. There runs in my own veins made by the Americans, 69,781,140 cherries. Serve with whipped cream,
Headquarters in
Territory for .
quickly it relieves the pain
or
pudding sauce. JELL-- 0
soreness. Price 25c, large size, 50c. the blood of at least three nationali square yards, making a total by both 1? any good
sold by all Grocers at 10c per
of 151,329,140 square yards; still to
be excavated,
140,885,455
square
yards, making a grand total of 256
Ben Moses, son of Mr. and Mrs.
214,595 square yards.
A. Moses of Silver City, Is gaining
J.
There has .been about three-fifth- s
a reputation as a student of
quite
of the excavations completed, leaving
s- - v U
in the University of Cali
aeronautics
.
s
to be finished. At the
about
FULL
OF RIEXICAW AEICLE SOAP
fornia at Berkeley.
present rate of excavation for 1909,
excavation
of
the entire balance
than
should be completed in less
three years. After the excavations are
i'j
jum
completed it will take about two
years to finish the locks so the vesv I
Most well dressed men will say
Meet your Friends at.
sels will probably be passing from
nttlriff CiieitrptB for Inootnui with
"TnwWo
ocean to ocean in about five years. Wtik
1 hv
u
Course."
over
afthctel
for
of
been
twvuty
year,
&
Co,,
V. Price
i can say that C a caret have glvou oie morf
In the fact of such a great work and
relief than ny other remedy I have ever tried. I
hell ertatnly rfrommenil them to my friends M
shown
are
being carried forward it is surprising twiug aU tiiey are reifretenfd." GI!!ar3.
v
Four hundred new samples
Tiioa.
Elgin. I1L
can be found, knowing
that
persons
and
book
in thel909 Spring and Summer
nothing or little of the work, to critkest for
D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.
icise and throw all manner of obstasuit among
The Dowels
find
your
doubt
no
you'll
cles In the way of the work.
them.
Old Taylor Bourbon & Shorwoodl Hyo
Taking all circumstances Into account, Col. Goethals is entitled and
CANDY CATHARTIC
Sarved Blroot from
'
ma
should receive the same endorsement
of congress and all the people that
Billiard Hall in connection.
It ' Is now receiving from President
L
Taft's administration.
Kerer 6ickeu, VVjtn. or Oripe, 10c, tc, Kc. Never
' i
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loid in bulk. The
uvu
tablet baclt.
rc J
v. miet
or your money inmpw
"I traversed the entire course of Guaranteed to eure runtime
or
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Chicago
Remedy
Sterling
to
the
the canal from the Atlantic
rati fir," continued Mr. Darden, "and mUALSALL TEH !.'.1L12X BOXES
In-
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Ask your Grocer for
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no Other
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,
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HIDES

and PELTS
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'
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Retail Prices:

or
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than
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PURA COMPANY
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THE ARMY.

because of rhe benefits whicn will ac
"
crue to them from "StlCtCa BSfHce.
before
All
of Jh'a goes tosbow that
u.
St Louis Metal' Market.'
long the standing army of the United
States will be a most efficient force J !St, Louis, April 23. Lead dull,
and. the best possible nucleus around $4.15; spelter dull, $4.95.
which to buyd an admirable and ef
j
fectfye! waf nachine of large prbpor
St, , Louis woo Market. 13
tiohsj and in the speediest possible, , ISt. Dotiiv April
strong;
way, In the event that one should be'' territory western mediums,. ,20024;
"'fine mediums, 1822; nine,' 12 (18.
necessary.

8M&EEP0SIS.

E'"187.

"An unusual1 condition prevails in
the
army of the United States says
PUBLISHED BY
the Topeka State Journal. For the
The Optic Publishing Company
first time e'a'ce the
IRCOBPOKATBU
war it is recruited jap to ts full
M. M. PADGETT, .'
EDITOR
strength In all of its branches, which
ESTABLISH
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Spanish-America-

?

Eye Glass Satisfaction

"

23.-Vo-

let us fit you with a Vlci
satisfaction'
the
easiest to put on and hardest
For
mounting.
perfeGt
p get off eyeglass made.
,
c .

Do y6ur eyeglasses bother you? If so,
;

W'

makes an armed force of soldiery ibt
77,000 men, Orders have gone forth
of the arNew York Metal Market'
Entered at tie Postofftoe at Bast from the adjutant general
Mr. B. A. Cudahy declares that the
officers Indictments
; .ew Yorz, April 23. Lead quiet,
recruiting
my ordering
Pack-ins- ;
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
the
against
Cudahy
atatter.
comoahy wherebv it is chareed bv $4.204.25; copper dull, 12
throughout iheiocountry to confine
52 52
themselves until further notice to the the federal government with selling silver"
colored
under
V RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
oleomargarine
white.;
; jf honorably dischargMarket
'
Chicago Provision
oleomargarine labels is merely a '.
Da'ly
ed soldiers.
n
23. Wheat, May,
Chocago,
April
But
its
dimensions
are
Per Year by Carrier............. $7.00 In some quarters it is believed "dispute."
$1.22
July, $1.10
Corn, May,
.65 that the wonderfully Increased en- not small.
Per Month by Carrier
67
69
Z.
Oats; May, 55
July,
o
.20 listment of late, which has brought
Per Week by. Carrier.
Pork, May, $17.85;
An Ohio farmer, in poor health, end- July, 48
the army no to Its full quota In times
Weekly.
July, $18.02 2 18.05. Lard, May,
ed
all
hard
due
to
been
himself.
the
have
recently
of
by
drowning
peace,
One Year,..
.$2.00
$10.30; July, $10.40
Ribs,
. 1.00 times which have prevailed in many It's a debatable question as to whethSix Months
$9.70. ,.
May,
$9.609.62
July,
er
In
not
or
a
Is
the
of
health
person
country
poor
sections
during
the
18 months or so. This is a most better off out of the world. It is gen-- .
New York Money Market
And the Rev. Frederick B. Hop past
natural conclusion. It Is denied In erally conceded that there are. two r
New
kins, a Congregational clergyman of
York, April 23J --Prime mer- part, however, by the army officers. paths beyond the grave, and' one ef Ueantlle
, Chicago, sa7S the
3
story about the
Mexlcan dol- PaPer.
to
a
them
doesn't eadf
very desirable
They are w'lling to admit that many
lars
cal1
44'
being built with the men
original
Amalgam- money
fell Into the ranks place, for those in search of surcease
rib of a man for a foundation is far as a result of the lack of
76
$1.07
Atchison,
pfd.,
;ated,
from pain, from all accounts.
v employ
better than no story at all on this ment whicn was incident to the latN. Y. Central, $1.30;
$1.03
bid;
"
Southern Pacific, $1.19
Union
interesting ..subject
est financial depression, but they inDYNAMITE
GRADUALLY
52
$1.87
pfd.,
Steel,
Pacific,
resist that a majority of the new
'$1.14
The Southern Pacific Railway com cruits are young men who have gone
BREAKING UP ICE JAM
pany has taken a good step forwardJ into the army as a means, of providChisago Stock Market
It gives full publicity to the details ing ,$artef for themselves.. As a
"
23. Cattle ReChicago,
April
In
of all the "wrecks occurring on this substantiation of this fact .the army
Youngstown, N. Y., April 23.
1,000.
Beeves, $4.706.90;
system. If all the railroads did the officers point out that many appli- ah effort to clear the channel of the ceipts,
Texas steers, $4.505.65; western
same many of the original stories cants for , f.nlistment were rejected
river from the ice today, the Bteers, $4.405.65; stackers and feed-firsent out about railroad wrecks would during the jast 15 months and that Niagara
charge of 200 pounds of dynamite ers, $3.405.50; cows and heifers,
not be quite bo alarming. They most of thcsje who failed to get into started several small
bergs Into the $2.005.90; calves, $4.506.00.
would be biased on facts and not on the army were refused by officers in
lake. During yesterday afternoon the . Hogs Receipts, 14,000; market is
;
rumors.
charge' of the recruiting stations be- level of the ice
dropped twelve feet steady to strong Light, $6.907.35;
'.
o
cause the applicants admitted that
A breach was made yesterday in mixed, $7,007.45; heavy, $7.00
Harvard university appears to be they were men who could get nothing
the great icei jam which for eleven 7.50- - rough, $7.007.15; pigs, $5,750
knocking at the unique stronghold on else to do.
,
bulk sales, $7.2507.40.
The records show that many of the days has held the lower Niagara in 6.75;
which the University of Chicago has
Is
market
8,000;
Receipts,
Sheep
caused
its
and
estimated
damage
grip
been standing for so long. A Har- new recruits are mechanics, some are
weak. Natives, $3.6006.00. Westvard professor announces that It la engineers, ethers are from commer- at a million dollars.
erns, $3.60$6.00; yearlings, $6,000
hammen
Engineer Kunz and his
quite feasible to perfect an apparatus cial pursuits, while a goodly number
7.00;
lambs, $5.5008.10; westerns,
5
o'clock
at
mered
and
the
away
to communicate with Mars through are stenographers and clerks. Army
$550 0 8.25.
150
of
from
blast
are
dynamite
flashes
of
from
officers
pounds
medium
stite that they
the
gettlag
gigantic
Kansas City Stock Market
mirrors. . Inasmuch as it will take rid of all undesirable men in the sent a tiny rivulet trickling through
Kansas
C'.ty, April 23. Cattle Re;
to
so
At
of
dusk
as
the jam.
the east side
'only such a mere trifle as $10,000,000 service as fast as possible,
1,000, Including 100 southerns.
ceipts,
to engage in this experiment, it Is make room for young men who are further explosions, and the ceaseless
Market steidy. Native steers, $5.00
to be presumed that it will be tried known to ba of good character and grinding of the floating
Ice
had
southern steers $4.70 06.10;
enetr
to
are
so.
who
anilous
the
or
in a week
army broadened the trickle to a young 06.60;
southern sows, $3.0004.80; native
stream.
cows and heifers, $3.2506.25; stockers and feeders, $4.00$5.75; bulls,
Weston Reaches Dwight
$3.5005.25; calves, $3.7506.25; west1
No sense in running from one doctor to another Select the best
23.
Pay-so- n
Til
ern
Edward
,
steers, $5.0006.35; western cows,
Dwight,
April
one, then stand by him. No sense in trying this thing, that thing,
$375 0 550.
reached
here
Weston
last
night
for your cough. Carefully, deliberately select the best cough
Is
on his, walk ironr'New York to San j Hogs Receipts, 9,000, market
Ayer's
medicine, then take it. Stick to it. Ask your doctor about
5c
to
J. C. Aver Oo.,
Bulk
to
$6.88
Francisco.
to
He
walk
sales,
strong
higher.
hopes
Cherrv Pectoral for throat and lung troubles.
Lowell, Maso.
7.25; heavy, $7.1407.35;
packers
Springfield tomorrow.
"

We carry, at all times a large and varied assortment- - of j enioked
glasses; goggles of every description; mineral glasses of all kinds.
Optical prescriptions

'day as received.

;g

nd broken lenses replaced same

accurately filled
oa;i:M

TAUPEBT

JEWELER,

and

OPTICIAN

c

Lot's VegeLS, New Mexico

.
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Boost
We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest.
'
home industry and telephone your orders to us. for either keg or
" ''
bottle beer.
4 11
nr TAinn w a
ox ana oi.
rniNCd iviuiN

tt ot
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7--
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and butchers, $6.9507.30; light,' $6.60
"
710;' pigs, $5.2506.50.
Sheep Receipts, 2,000; market Is
steady Muttons, $5.2506.50; lambs,
$6.2508.00; wethers, yearlings, $4.78
7.40; ewes, 3.750 6.00
BASEBALL

st

'

;

,
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just one

Have only one doctor

said Mr. Comlskey. "Perhaps they
vnnld HlrA i.i Viavo ma nnrt mv prnn- stand thrown into the trade also.
Nothing to it."

MRS. MATTHEW

SCOTT

SCORES.

National League.
At Brooklyn New York 8, Brooklyn 5.
At Philadelphia
Philadelphia 4,
Boston 0.
At St. Louis Chicago 7. St. Louis 3.
Cincinnati 7, PittsAt Pittsburg
burg 4.
American League.
St. Louis 6, CleveAt Cleveland
land 4.
At New York New York 8, Washington 1.
At Boston
Philadelphia 1, Boston 0.
At Chicago Chicago 3, Detroit 1.

Washington, April 23. After an all
T. Scott, of Illinois, was decared elected president general of the Daugh-

ters of the American Revolution by a
vote of 436 to 428. She was elected
over Mrs. William Cummings Storey,
of New York. Mrs. Scott's election
wa& a victory for the administration
faction. A number or, the delegates
refused to make the election unanimous, on Mrs. Storey's motion. ,

Notice.
Any person desiring a copy of the
ComlskeCalls It Ridiculous.
new game end fish laws may have
Chicago, April 23. President Com-lske-y the same by applying to the deputy
of
he Chicago
American Game and License . Collector J. P..
league club, characterized the Cleve- Thompson, The new law has been in
land report of a possible1 exchange of force since March 18, 1909, and it Is
Cleveland players for Ed Walsh as compulsory for every, sportsman to
a huge joke.
take out a license at once, as the law
"That would be fine business," will be strictly enforced.
-
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flaw
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BUR GAIO 3
Sale Of

Specially

"

Never before hadwe made such price consessions on our
Tailored Suits at this time of the year, as now no reason
why you shouldn't have a swell suit. Our prices are surely
inviting, the garments are the season's best.
r

Extra Specials

Now is the time to buy your Muslin Undergarments, when we are
.
the best part of our profits.
The stock is in fine shape, both in numbers as in quality of
'
"
merchandise.
.
,

willing: to give you

We Mention

We Offer':

The $12.00 kind
The $10.00 kind
The $9.00 kind
The $7.50 kind
The $6.00 kind

C2G.aa

$40.00 Tailored Siuts at
"
35.00
"
"
30.00
'
"
25.00
"
20.00

i"

.JmDmi

JG.65
13.33

i

Greitly

:

Reduced

;

Mis$et

The season's best styles, best shades and color combina"
tions; Princess or Empire, long straight hipless effects.
Quite a varied assortment to select from, and priced cheaply:"

CW.G5

The $25.00 Kind,.

"

"

20.00 "
17.50 "

1I.GB

f

...

A Genuine

$6.00
$5.00
$4.00
$3.00

$5.00
$4.00
$3.00

kind
kind
kind
kind
kind

U, 5.
'

.

.

$1.50 kind .

kind
kind
kind
kind

.

.

...

...

$4.50 $2.50 kind for .
$3.75 $2.00 kind for .
$3.00 $1.00 kind for .
50c kind for
$2.25

$130

...
...

$3.75 $2.00 kind for
$3.oo $1.00 kind for
$2.25
75c kind for

.

.

...t'

Sample Embroidered
25c Handkerchiefs;
some lace

$1.90
$1.50
. 75c
. 37c

,

;.

I9C

White Waists

r

One Lot Belts, worth

75c
56c

'Millinery Re
1

u

Washable & Ligerie
;
Suits V

56c
49c
37o

Half Price

duced.

$12.50 Hats,

'':.

v

.$9.95

...6.95

7.50
5.00

.

...7.95

10.00

'

OF QUALITY"

N.M.

K(n
UUli

Boys' Waists, 3 to 14 years,
Blouse & others, light
Iflp
and dark shades;
I

Choice

timtrice

$130

r

E. Las Vegas

I

56c.

. 37c
. 19c

$2.25 75c kind for .
$130 65c kind for .
. 75o 50c kind for

STORE

y

up to $1.50

CORSET COVERS

kind for
kind for

I

14 frr
Ull

BackCombs

$1.12
. 75o

.

GIVEN AWAY! with' every $25.00 cash purchase of Men's
'
or Boy's apparel. Vl
t

"Onyx" .Black Lisle
Lace Women's
tUU
...... yfip
Hosiery

65c

CHEMISE

kind for
kind for
kind for

$6.50 Net Waists, '
Blue, Rose, Green,
One Lot of Fancy I

$1.12.

GO WHS

for
for
for .
for .

THE

Rifle

kind

$3.75
... $233
. . $1.90

.

$3.00 kind for
$2.00
$1.00

Army Springfield

$2.00

Hat Pins, New , , JQp
Ideas, .................. I

25c

...

$5,00 kind
$3.50 kind
$2.50 kind

$3.37 $1.50, kind for
$2.63 $1.00 kind for
$2.25 ,75c kind for
50c kind for
$1.87
25c kind for
$1.50

for
for
for
for
for

13.34

--

iThe
The
The
The
$430 The
$9X0
97.50
$6.79
$5.63

-

lor this week glance down the line and no doubt you will
find a lot of items you have been paying about double for,
than we are asking, ;

DRAWERS
$4.50
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50
$2.00

Women'

B

MjpirM
J JI LL O EPA RtTd'EHTS

10 YARDS

Muslin Cambric
(Only 10 Yards to each Customer) KUJ

:.3.95

'

Quaiificatioh
;
;.

,

Vv

for compounding
comes
from long
experience, care-- .
ful training and

experience,

and

I

'

".

'

or otherwise jn Raton on the way to
a

vegasi-- in

"she" was- -

fact,

the Gatd city at all, coming
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Miss Minnie M. Thompson, of 20 Per Cent'
Discount for Cash on all
Wagon Mound, is down town, shop-China

i

;

'.n.

i'

CAPITAL

CICQ,

CUO,GCQ.CD
M. CUNNINGHAM.

'RANK SPRINQEFL

PrMldant.
Vlt Fr...

'

t

i

un.u. .......

1.

Interest Paid on Time" Deposit'

Irorv Beds

especially invite
your prescription
trade

ivT- -l

9P oooooooooooeooooo

Attorney Frank Springer returned
20 Per Cent Discount on all
last evening from a trip to Colfax
:
"
county.
chemicals
Attorney Chas'A. Soiess reached
home last evening from a business
,
,
trip to Raton.
$ 7.65 for 19.50 Refrigerators.
Walter
Bradford
is
at
Hotel Cas
here.
n.w ior sio.uu Refrigerators,
taneda from The Hub; W. B. Wad
$5.98 for $7.50 Ice Chests. ".'
dell
from
Gotham,
WINTERS DRUG GO.
F. H. Pierce, of the Agua Pura
Big Reduction on Rugs.
leaves
for
company,
7.95
9x9 Brussels Rugs worth
$
for
Chicago
"
tonight
Telephone Main 3
on a business trip,
$10.00.
?
BRIDGE STREET
Dr.; William Sparks and Theodore
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER Hainlen are in town from their re $12.48 for 9x9 Velvet Rugs worth
$17.50.
spective country places today.
1.98
9x12 Brussels Rugs worth
for
Hllario
and Manuel Lujan have
PERSONALS.
been in town today from their Red
$12.00.
W. G. Ogle visited Raton
$1.4.85 for 9x12 Velvet Rugs worth
yesterday. river ranches, laying in supplies
'
James Kiely, division master me
r
Frank Douglas is a visitor from
$20.00.
chanic for the Santa Fe at Raton,
Watrous today.
See us before purchasing elsewhere.
J. E. Hart reached town from Chi went down to Albuquerque last night.
Frank Clark, the cattle buyer, is
,
cago last evening.,
springer tomorrow evening. His lit
around again after having inade large
tle daughtei, Helen, came this afterC. L. King la at the Central hotel
shipments of hoofs and horns from
noon. The Alldredges are the guests
:from Pawnee City. Neb.
Santa Rosa.
of
Thomas W. Hay ward and family.
C.'C. Eckhfirdt came in from Col
Opposite T. M. C. A.
Frank Lopez, of the art preserva
Col.
M. M. Padgett, editor and man
umbus, Mo., last evening.
tive, has returned here from Walsen- ager of The Optic, came home last
E. H. Fisher came to town from
burg, Colo., where he was employed arrived yesterday with homeseekers
evening from Raton, which Gate city
Cimarron, N. M., last evening.
in a printing office.
and are out on the mesa today point he
had visited in hia official capacity
S. M. Folsom Is in the
city again
J. A. Baker Is down town today ing out lands that are desirable to as
Irom TrtnMnrl nn o t,.,i
deputy coal oil inspector for the
uuoiueHS Vllt,
from his mining camp which has be own. occupy and tilL
northern district.
vreo. a. Jtmkel returned to Las
M. J. Dickson was the
gun to assume proportions that he
only arriving
Vegas last evening, from Denver, has
Judge Henry L. Waldo, sollcitoTTn
all
passenger
here from Fulda, Minn..
predicted
along.
New Mexico for the Santa Fe
Colo., in which city he attended a
railway
Frederic Whitney, president of the yesterday; Max E. Henslea, the only
a position he will hold at
conference of representatives of the Cimarron
Townsite company, arrived one from Colorado Springs that made company,
a fat salary till he is called upon to
New York Life Insurance company on at
the Castaneda hotel from that fa himself known.
the debt of nature, left for Kan-pay
of
last
week.
baturday
ture great last evening,
Charles and Fred Wills booked sas
City
yesterday afternoon.
J. P. Horn is in the city today
W. A. McGrew, a Denver Insurance their cognomens at Hotel La Pension
Mr. aild Mrs. J. N. Mayfleld arrived
on business men. He represents man, arrived
last
here from the north
evening, the former from Chatta In Raton from Las
L N. Beck &,Co., of New York, man last
Vegas and will
evening and left for the south on nooga, Tenn., and the latter from spend a fev days there visltlne mem
ufacturers of ladles' and Infants' the
Cleatt, that state.
flyer this morning.
bers of the Fraternal Brotherhood be
wear.
F. H. Taylor, F. L. Teasley, M. D.
Tom Fleming, the former Las Ve fore
returning to their home in DenR. E, Wilson, an Industrial agent
Gee, Wm. A. Lamb, J. H. Loucks, gan, has returned to his business in ver.
They were guests of honor at
Of the Santa Fe Railway company, Is
and J E. Duncan are among others terests in Nevada from a visit to his a banquet and initiation which was
at the Castaneda hotel this after- in the
mother, sister, Mrs. Schwartze, and given by the order in the Gate City.
city from Denver today,
noon, accompanied by W. O. Hotch-Tds- s
Train Dispatcher W. Smith went un
Barney Higgins drove to town to brother, Dr., G. N. Fleming, at Raton.
of Cleveland.
F. P. Weber is visiting the city to Raton from this city today to do
day from his Mora habitation.
vrniiaa may loung, WHO Jert lor Daw- relief work for a week or te days.
Deacon J. F. Peters, of the United again from El Paso, Texas.'
1
son this afternoon, denies that she Land
Attorney C. C. Catron Is over from
Robert E. Alldredge will join his
company and F. C. Edwards, of
lost her purse, or contents by theft the Edwards-Marti- n
Land company. wife and daughter in this city from Santa "Fe today, but whether by the
Of not cannot be said defi
T
nitely. ..'

a complete stock
of all drugs and

""

"I"
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Saniliff uelMatiotia immi oo

Closets, Sideboards,
Buffets aud Book Cat eg.

--

ltiV

'

.',77'

;.

sand ret

V
,r;r.
J. Meyer arrived in town yesterV
nay from his ranch near Levy sta

'

)

Great Reduction Sale

turning by the way of French station
William Frank visited town-- ' arid
city and suburbs from Los Alamos to--

the

means for
selecting
of
the best drugs
quality.
Our facilities,
our
our
equipment,

f
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Yonr personal savings account is like the

EMERGENCY BRAKE

i

.

.

TO SAVE MORE.

LAS

VEGAS

SAVfflGS BAtiit

OFFICE WITH

San lillttual

f

iMstilnnml

r- -

I.

o0 b o o oV
Las Vegas Lumber Co.

mm

A

It's there if yoa need to puU on it. As a protection
there's nothing equal to it. Start your account now.
A8 it grows your ambition will be to see
it grow
faster, and you wiU make an effort
,
r;

0

auto-Srou-

,

SOUTHWEST CORNER PLAZA

Everything in tneBuilding Line
PRICES

GRADES

LOWEST

HIGHEST

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
Don't forget that tonight is the
ROCIADA RESORT.
night you have arranged to go to the
In the Rociada valley, near the
Duncan to see Cinderella.
mountains. Everything nice. Write or
phone L. G. Qulggs, Rociada, N. M.
Dr. W, T. Brown arrived in town
this afternopn from. Valmora ranch, a The Duncan will be filled to caplace that he never for a moment had pacity tonight when Cinderella is
out of mind during his long sojourn presented by the children of the pubin Chicago.
lic scboolB of East Las Vegas.
See the first nighters tonight at
the Duncan, in the charming little operetta Cinderella.

SHOWER BATH

J. C. Leavitt of Chicago, got off
No. 1 passenger train here this

IN
YOUR

Would You Like to Have One?

For The Gigantic

When?
Thla
--

uu u a

I

ni f t.n v a

of t.h o

Pih nwfirfR nKh a

we
are ii;stallmg attachable to anybathtub m
any home for the very reaspnablef sum of
i a n.

L2J cclcotcd ihia otoro aa ttwir
opitllct for an mmohcb quantity of
izzopohanmGQm
THE LLO

EUO GYHDIGA 7E

YD-LCi- drj

Tho MM representatives will be at "El Palaclo"
CItv
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OF INCORPORATION.
ternal and material interests ' of its
Territory of New Mexico Office of members.
ARTICLE IV ,
the Secretary Certificate of Com
is
It
expressly
provided that this
Nathan
I,
Jaffa,
Secretary
parison
of the Territory of New Mexico, do society shall have no capital stock,
NOTICE

LICENSE FEES CHARGED
FOR HUNTING AND FISHING

f 90

hereby certify that there was filed that there shall be no stockholders.
As a ma'.ier of timely public in- for record in this office at 10:30 but that the total and sole income to
accrue to this society shall be the
and grocery catalogues. Mall Or- formation The Optic reproduces a list o'clock a. m., on the
A. D, 1909, artiulea of membership monthly dues, and volunof
March,
day
for
fees
and
of
der House, American Home Supply
the llaeise
hunting
members.
incorporation of The National Benev- tary contributions of its
ARTICLE V
Co., Dealt 43, Chicago, I1L
fishing, provided by the last legisla- olent Society, No. 5867, and also, that (
The names and postofflce address
ture. They are as follows:
I have compared the following copy
WANTED You to buy lumber at $8, Big game, meaning deer and turof the same, with the original there- es of the Incorporators are as fol
on file, and declare it vo tie a lows: Harry C. Kelley, Julia F. Kel
f 10 and $12. S. L. Barker, Beulah, key, resident . . . . ... .'.
1.00 of now
all of
ley and Charles O'Malley,
correct
transcript therefrom and of East
n. m.
Las
New Mexico,
resident ......... 1.00
and
Bird
A MONTH, $70 expense allowed
at start, to pat oat merchandise

twenty-fourt-

USE

h

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
Always Have

And You

Vegas,
Will
the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Miguel F. --Desmarals of Las Vegas,
N'-.G.
W.
and
Ward
Charles
Mexico,
1.50; great seal of the Territory of New of East
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
of Santa Fe, the
at the
25.00 Mexico, on this City
ARTICLE VI
twenty-fourtcapital,
day of
The time for which said corpora
5.00 March, A. D. 1909.
tion Is to exist is fifty years after
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal)
the date of its incorporation.
Secretary of New Mexico.
5.00
ARTICLE VII
5.00 Articles of Incorporation 0f The NatThe numbers of directors shall not
ional Benevolent Society.
10.00 Know all men
be less than three nor more than
by these presents:
That we, Harry C. Kelley, Julia F. seven, and the names of the directors
first
F. who are appointed for the
.1.00 Kelley, Charles O'Malley, Miguel
JuDesmarals and Chares W. G. Ward, three months are Harry C. Keley, MiF.
Kelley, Charles O'Malley,
all being residents of the Territory cf lia.
2.00 New
Mexico, have this day associat guel F. Desmarals and Charles W. G.
ed ourselves together for the purpose Ward.
In furthera'nee of,' and not in lim
1.00 of forming a 'corporation under the
powers conferred by
provisions of an act of the Thirty-fift- h itation of the
of the Ter- statute, the board of directors are ex
Legislative
Assembly
permit . .. i ........... .. . 1.00 ritory of New Mexico, entitled "An pressly authorized: To hold its meetact to regulate the formation and gov- ings, to have one or more offices and
RENT Light
FOR
housekeeping All non-r- silents over the age
ernment of corporations for mining, to keep the books of the corporation
rooms and furnished rooms with
of 12 years will bo required to
within the territory of New Mexico,
manufacturing and other
.v.
electric light and bath. 710 Grand.
pay a fishing license o. . . .' 1.00 approved .March 15th, 1905; pursuits,"
and we at such places as from time to time
'
may be designated by them.
Any persm may procure ahuntlng hereby certify as follows:
Officla.1
To make, alter, amend and rescind
license by filing his or her affidavit
ARTICLE I
of the corporation, to fix,
the
FOR RENT The rooms over Chas with the county clerk, the territorial
The corporate name of the said
from time to 'time, and
!
determine,
"
'
All klnds of cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and aton work. Jobbi
'
store.
is
"The
National
Rosenthal's
Benev vary the amount of the membership
warden or any deputy warden author- corporation
olent Society." to
so
the
statdues
be
members,
paid by
promptly attended to. Only beat material used. All work guaranteed.
ized to Issue hunting licenses,
ARTICLE II
The Rosenthal Bros.
FOR RENT
such dues shall be sufficient for
that
place
height,
name, age,
weight
The principal place of business of the maintenance of this society and
hall for dances, socials and dancing ing
of residence, postofflce address, color this corporation is Suite No. 7 in the the furtherance of the purposes and OFFICE AND
PHONE OLIVE MIL
YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.
schools.
of hair, and eyes and paying the earn Pioneer Block, City of Las Vegas, objects for which the society is or
New
C.
and
is
Mexico,
Harry
Kelley
ganized.
above provided for such resident, nonFOR VALE.
To fix the amounts necessary for
hereby named and designated as the
resident, resident alien or
in
and
agent
charge thereof,
upon the maintenance of the offices of this
alien hunting license.
whom process against the said cor- society and the amounts to be paid
FOR SALE At the right price for
to
to the agents and officers of said so
are
poration may be served.
All
pay
required
5
No.
"cash" only, new
Oliver typeIII
ARTICLE
ciety.
one
but
of
license
dollar,
writer, 12 inch carriage. Call be- a fishing
To appoint additional officers to the
The objects for which this corpor
tween 7 and 9 evenings, 530 Grand there is nothing In the law1 to' pre- ation is formed are as follows:
corporation, such as
12
of
and assistant secretaries
ave.
3t vent persons under the age
(1) To promote the social, frater
years from fishing during the open nal and financial welfare of Its mem and provide for the emoluments of
THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN HOUSE
'
such officers: and, to the extent pro
bers.
FOR SALE One good team work season.
the persons, so
hold regular meetings of vided in the
To
(2)
JOBBERS OF
Ave
horses;
years old. Strictly
its members for mutual Improvement appointed shall have and may exer
Tof
JVrer"cl-t&r-icli- e
Goods
Here.
sound.
Brown
cise
all
the
the
the powers
and the promotion of social culture,
Inquire
Trading
president.
Selling
of the treasurer and of the secretary,
a
the
and
of
cultivation
of
fra
spirit
company. Bridge street
Raton
Range)
(From the
ternity and benevolence, at such respectively. Provided, however, that
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
A good many people knock on Las times and places as provided for by all
shall be chosen
Good
FOR SALE
riding torse and
from the directors.
and call it "mighty quiet" the laws of the corporation.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
saddle cheap. Inquire Geo. Nye, Vegas
for and By a resolution passed by a majori(3) To seek
to Judge a town
a
is
But
there
way
Steam Laundry.
membership in the society through ty vote of the whole board, under
to
its merchants. The Las Vegas out
the Territory of New Mexico, and suitable provision of the
FOR SALE Breeding pen Fishel's Optic carries more ads every "day to that end to organize subordinate designate two or more of their num
es of the Incorporators of said corNOTICE OF INCORPORATION.
said society wherever ber to constitute an executive comMexico Office of poration and the number of shares
of
New
prize White Wyandottes (one cock than Raton papers do including week- branches of the
Territory
may be desired in said territory. mittee, which committee shall for the the Secretary Certificate of Com- - of stock for which severally and reand four hens). Value "?25. Also lies. If those merchants were not
(4) To mininster to the material time being, as provided in the resolu (parison I, Nathan Jaffa,
Secretary spectively said incorporators do herehave and ex of the
Racine incubator and brooder, value selling goods, they would consider wants of unfortunate members of, the tion,, or in the
do by subscribe (the aggregate of said
New
of
Mexico,
Territory
$35. . Will sell for half above prices they got nothing from their advertis- society, to alleviate distress and min- ercise any or all of the powers, of the hereby certify that there was filed subscriptions being $100,000, which Is
lawwhich
be
of
board
may
directors,
to
the sick among the members
for record in this office at 1:30 o'clock the amount of the capital stock with
,M. Flewitt Watrous, New Mexico. ing and 'would stop it. So the rea ister
of the society and their families.
fully delegated in the management of p. m., on the nineteenth
day of March, which said corporation is authorized
of
business
and
the
the
Las
Either
affairs
corpor
is
Vegas
plain.
As subsidiary to and In furtherA. D. 1909, articles of incorporation
FOR SALE One lot of show cases soning
to
authorhave
' .
and
shall
- ,
power
ation,
,.
of Hand Mule Company, No. 5861, and are as follows,
has the most progressive merchants ance of, but not in limitation of the ize the seal of the
and table counters. Chas Rosenthal
corporation to b'. also, that I have
D. Hand. Los
James
of
and
followacts
the
conferred
the
powers
by
compared
reor the town of Las Vegas is doing
Alamos, New. Mex..998 $99,800.00
the Iawsof the Territory of." New efflxedit.to all papers which may
ing copy of the same, with the origi- Charles S. Hand, Los
on
now
thereof
and
declare
,FOR SALE Good
file,
range, very more business than Raton.
Mexico, or the objects herein stated, quire
nay
The board of directors and tne ex it to be a correct
1
100.00
Alamos, New Mex,.
it is hereby expressly provided that ecutive
transcript there Albert
cheap, several other things at 512
committee shall, except as from and of the whole
T. Rogers, Jr., E.
also
shall
have
the
said
thereof
"
corporation
above
to
the
complimen. have
Apropos
Tenth street
otherwise
,
law,
by
provided
Las Vegas, New Mex 1
100.00
and:exercise'the
Given under my hand and the
following powers,--power to act in the following manner,
tary mention by an observant news- ' ""
ARTICLE VI
"
seal of the Territory of New
great
:
t
m
A
resolution
writing signed Mexico, at the City of Santa, Fe, the
FOR SALE Carriage, good as new. paper, it may be remarked that E.
The period of duration or term of
fa) To do all things herein speciapproved by all mem
1016 Fifth street
this nineteenth day of existence of said corporation shall be
Rosenwald & Son, who prepared fied as objects, purposes and powers affirmatively,
bers of the board of directors or by capital on
fifty years.
for a 120 inch advertisement, to the same extent and with like all members of the executive commit- March, A. D. 1909.
In witness whereof, we have hereNATHAN
FOR a alii Legal blanks of all d "copy"
JAFFA,
(Seal)
as
force
a
and
effect
natural
person
or
tee, and thereafter with original
which" was properly handled by Optic
and seals this 17th
Secretary of New Mexico. . unto set our hands
might or could do the same, and do with duplicated signatures, inserted
deration. Notary seals and record
of March, A. D. 1909.
day
additional them in any part of the territory of
secured
ad
enough
Hand
of
setters,
of
Certificate
Incorporation
In the recorded minutes and properat the Optic office.
JAMES D. HAND,
(Signed)
Mule Company.
agent, trus- ly dated, shall be deemed to be actrade from it to pay for the cost New Mexico as principal,
CHARLES C. HAND,
.
tee
or
otherwise.
known
Be
we,
that
it
the
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op- of the advertisement
undersign
tion by such board or such commitALBERT T, ROGERS, JR
many times
a
cor
for
of
the
exed,
purpose
forming
(b) To maintain in addition to the
as the case may be, to the
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
Territory of New Mexico
over. The force or nrteen ciems office in the city of Las Vegas, one tee,
tent therein expressed, with the same poration under and pursuant to an County xt San Miguel.
act
at
of
of
the
the legislative assembly
or more offices for the furtherance of force and effeot as if the same had
were about "all in" Saturday night
On the 17th day of March, A. D.
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
of New Mexico, entitled "An
the close of business. And this is not the alma and purposes of this socie- been duly passed by the same vote Territory
before me personally appeared
1909,
act to regulate the formation and govand to appoint officers to the man- at a regular meeting.
Letters remaining uncalled for for the
James D. Hand and Charles C. Hand,
firm here that believes in the ty,
only
of
for
ernment
of
such
offices.
corporations
mining,
to
the
agement
foregoing provisions,
Subject
"week ending April 23,. 1909:
to me personally known to be the
s
efficacy of printers' ink when used
'
may prescribe the num- manufacturing, industrial and other same persons described in and who
(c) To purchase, own or lease, or the
Avery, Ezeklel; Beaton, Jno; Ba-- judiciously. There are others,
and In any legitimate way acquire any ber of directors to constitute a quo pursuits" adopted and enacted by the executed the above and foregoing inLegislative Assembly of
real or personal property that may be rum at their meeting, and such num- Thirty-sixt- h
ca, Prospero; Chavez, Senor Don
that they
there should be still others.
said Territory, and being Chapter 72 strument and acknowledged
requisite or advantageous to the ber may be less than a majority of of
Mrs. Alice; Floushiem,
executed the same as their free act
assem
of
acts
said
the
legislative
number.
maintenance and welfare of the so the whole
and deed.
Melville; Howe, E. E.; Lujan, Sr. EuThe corporation reserves the right bly of the year 1905, do hereby set out
Witness my hand and official seal
A large number of Masons at Albu ciety throughout the territory of New
Mcln-tiras
and
follows:
certify
or
and to erect any offices or to amend, alter, change
repeal any
gene D., Jr.; Lucero, Jose A.;
the day and year In this certificate
San- Mexico,
to
to
are
go
'
querque
preparing
certifiIn
ARTICLE I
this,
R.
buildings upon real estate, acquired provisions contained
W.;
Mrs. Stella; Miller,
last above written.
ta Fe for the big consistory which by the society, which may be consid cate In the manner how or hereafter The name of said corporation is: (Signed)
ANDRES SENA,
Mathews, Mrs. Ada; Martin John, G. will take place there
Monday, Tues- ered by the board of directors to be prescribed by statute for the amend- Hand Mule Company.
(Notarial Seal) '
Notary Public.
M. D.; Ortiz,, Candelario; Smith, W.
of
ment
certificate
the
of
incorporaand
to
of
II
Interests
the
ARTICLE
advantageous
My commission expires May 4, 1912.
day and Wednesday of next week.
tion.
the society.
The location of the principal office Territory of New Mexico,
M. E.; Self, Miss S.' J.; Venavades,
It witness whereof we have hereun- of said corporation Is in the Terri County of San Miguel.
(d) To pay to every member of
Juan.
Timothy Fowler of near- Housr, this society who shall become disa to set our hands and seals this 18th tory of New Mexico, in the town of
On this 18th day of March. A. D.
Mr.
A. D. 1909.
Postcards held for postage
,
Los Alamos, San Miguel
county, 1909, before toe personally appeared
Quay county, was one of the victims bled in body, suffer physical Injury or day of March,
C.
HARRY
Har-ve- y
KELLEY,
S.
Mexico
New
D,;
Edwin L. Brown, Parker,
(there being no street Albert T. Rogers, Jr., to me personalof the Indian outbreak, led by Crazy illness a sum to be specified in the
JTJLTA F. KELLEY,
number) which is also its registered ly known to be the same person deaccording to age, and the
McGown, Nappanee, Ind.; Lewis Snake in Oklahoma. He succumbed
M.
F.
DEMARAIS,
office. And the name of the agent of scribed In and who
nature and character, of the Illness,
executed
the
O. Parcell, Nappanee, Ind.
CHAS. O'MALLEY,
to his wounds a few days ago.
said corporation in said territory who above and foregoing instrument and
accident or disability, this indemnity
G.
WARD.
W.
CHAS.
Persons calling for any of the
to be paid from
is in charge of said principal office acknowledged that he executed the
the
proceeds of
of New Mexico,
and upon whom process against said same as his free act and deed.
above will please ask for "advertised"
Deputy Sheriff Fred N. Codlin of monthly dues paid by the members; Territory
'
ss.
of
San
Miguel
County
corporation may be served is James
Witness my hand, and official seal
Raton arrested Candido Martinez at also to pay to the person indicated in
letters.
D.
A.
18th
of
On
this
March,
day
D. Hand.
the certificate of
member of this
the
h
day and year in thi certificate
me
F. O. BLOOD. P. M.
Palo Blanco on the charge of having society, or to the any
personally appeared
estate of deceased, 1909, before
ARTICLE HI
last ahove written.
C. Kelly,' Julia F. Kelly,
forged the name of James January to if so directed in said certificate, a Harry
GEO. A. FLEMING.
The objecte for which said corpora- (Signed)
sum of money for funeral benefits, Charles O'Malley, Miguel F. Desmar- tion is formed are as follows: To (Notarial Seal)
a check of $9.30.
Rheumatism.
Notary Public.
W. G. Ward, to me
Charles
and
als
conditions
in
the
under
byspecified
Endorsed
No. 5861; Cor. Rec'd
breed, raise, buy and otherwise acMore than nine out of every ten
to
known
be
known
and
personally
amount
in
and
therein
the
laws,
spec
sell and otherwise, dispose of Vol. 5, page 599. Certificate of Incorcases of rheumatism are simply rheuPcrtales has incorporated and sa ified, upon the death of any member
the persons described in and who ex- quire,
and deal in live stock of all classes poration of Hand Mule Company. Pilmatism, of the muscles, due to r-cold loons are under the ban,.- and
ecuted
instrument,
the
foregoing
who
this
met
of
has
his death
society
and descriptions, and to engage in ed In office of Secretary of New Mexor damp, or chronic rheumatism. " In
'
' each acknowledged that he or she ex- the general live stock business;
by accident
to ico, March 19, 1909, 1:30 p. m. Nathan
such cases no internal treatment is
or her free and
same
as
his
the
ecuted
(e) To create a reserve fund from voluntary act and deed, and for the buy, lease and otherwise acquire, Jaffa, Secretary.
Beat Treatment For Colds.
renuired. The free application . of
Chamberlain's Liniment is all that Is
"Most ordinary colds will yield to the proceeds- of the monthly dueB of uses and purposes in the foregoing sellr lease, and otherwise dispose of,
Improve, colonize and generally to deal
needed, and It Is certain to give quick the simplest treatment" says the Chi- the members, of this society, with a certificate mentioned.
,N
Tellet Give it a trial and see for cago Tribune, "moderative laxatives, view to lessening, when the amount
Hereun- in all kinds and. classes of land and
I
have
In
witness
whereof,
Nearly 100 couple attended the
yourself how quickly it relieves the hot foot baths, a free perspiration of money of such fund may be con to set my hand and seal, the day and real estate, water, water rights and pri- Scottish? ball
sidered
to
board
of
.and
the
to
directors
given under the ausby
personal property;
vileges,
buy,
.
pain and soreness. , The medicines and an avoidance of exposure to cold be
vear first above written.
and otherwise acquire and pices' of the Royal Highlanders In
sufficient,, the amount of monthly
raise,
grow
usually given Internally for rheumat and wet after treatment" While
(Seal)
Ism are poisonous or very strong med this treatment is simple, it 'requires dues to be paid by the members, it
dispose of and generally deal in hay, Elks hall at Albuquerque.
' LOTUS C. ILFELD,
icines. They are worse than use- considerable trouble, and the one being also the intention to draw upon
grain,' cereals and all other
San
Miguel County. alfalfa,
Notary Public,
to carry on and
less in cases of chronic and muscular adopting it must remain in doors for the reserve fund of the society for
13, farm products, and
commission
My
expires
January
Up Before the Bar.
If
the
'
there 1912.
payment of benefits
operate a general farming business;
rheumatism. For sale by all dealers. a day or two, or a fresh cold is almost
.. '
N. H. Brown, an attorney, of Pitts-fielshould
at any time be Insufficient
to
on
in
and
the
engage
gencarry
sure to be contracted, and" In many
Vol.
Cor.
No.
Rec'd
Endorsed
5867,
Vt. writes: "We have used Dr.
eral mercantile business in ' all its
money In the benflt fund, provided for 5,
page 600, articles of Incorporation
In the district court at Las Crimes, instances pneumonia follows. Is It by the
New Life Pills for years and
to
King's
such
benefits
to
acand
pay
otherwise
branches;
an
buy
not
to
faith
to
old,
better
Benevolent Society.
pin your
find
Nicolas Bertram pleaded guilty to the reliable
or whenever It shall" be considered of TheIn National
them
such a good family medand
of
operate
alfalfa
quire,
dispose
like
office of Secretary of New
preparation
icine we wouldn't be without them."
wise and proper by the board of direc- Filed
charge of larceny of a horse; and
Cough Remedy, that is famous
March
24, 1909, 10:30 a. m. mills, grist or flower mills, and gen- For
Mexico,
to draw upon the reserve fund
Chills, Constipation,
Biliousness
erally to engage in the milling busiTomas Gonzales pleaded guilty to dis for Its cures of colds and can always tors,
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
ness in all its branches; to buy. sell, or Sick Headache they work wonder's,
For sale by all for the payment of benefits.
be
upon?
depended
v
a
weapon.
deadly
charging
. (f) .: To make,
enter into and exenegotiate and deal in all kinds of se- 25c at all druggists.
dealers.
cute contracts of every
bonds and negotiable instrukind
and
curities,
The schools of Albuquerque wll1 ments; and in general
to do and perSwept Over Niagara.
H. F. Dye, an Albuquerque capital- character with the members of this
This terrible, calamity often hap- ist who is interested in the Crescent society and with Individuals, firms close for the year May 21 and prepar- form any and all acts or things inciand associations and corporations, ations are being made for the event dental to or necessary or proper In
pens because a careless boatman ig- Lumber
company of Silver City.
carrying out any or either of the
private, public or municipal, and with by all the schools In the city.
nores the rivers warning
growing
the territory of New Mexico.
aforesaid objects.
that place.
tipples and faster current Nature's
ARTICLE TV
(g) To do each and every thing
warnings are kind. That dull pain or
'
For Constipation
The amount of the total authorized
ache in the back warns you the Kid' A
necessary, suitable and proper for the
for
Salve
Burns,
Healing
Chapped
Mr. L. K. Farnham, a prominent capital stock of said corporation is
neys need attention tr you would es
accomplishment of any of the purHands and Sore Nipples.
one hundred thousand ($100,000) dolposes or any one of the objects here- druggist of Spirit Lake, Iowa,-says- :
cape fatal maladies Dropsy, Diabet
As a healing salve for burns, sores, in numerated, orVhlch shall at any "Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver lars, divided Into one thousand shares
es cr Bright's Disease. Takr Electric
Bitters at once and see Backache fly sore nipples and chapped hands Cham- time appear necessary Or expedient Tablets are certainly the best thing of the par value of one hundred doland all your best feeligns return "Af berlain's Salve is most excellent It for the protection or benefit of this on the market for constipation." lars each. The amount of the capiter long suffering from weak kidneys allays the pain of a burn almost in- corporation, or of Its members, and in Give these tablets a trial. You are tal stock with which said corporation
tnd lame back, one $1.00 bottle whol stantly, and unless the injury is very general to perform those functions certain to find them agreeable
and will commence business is one hunly cured me," writes J. R. Blanken- - severe, heals the parts without leav- which are usual, proper and incident pleasant in effect Price 25 cents. dred thousand ($100,000) dollars
25
scar.
a
dealcents. For sale to a benevolent society organized for Samples free. For sale by all
, Price
ARTICLE V.
ship, of Belk, Tenn. Ony $1.00 at all ing
"'
,
the purposes of promoting the fra ers.
The names and postofflce address
by all dealers.
druggists.
license,
General license, covering big
WANTED By competent
game aal birds, resident.....
small set of books to keep; also
t.
game KcenBe,
Big
stenographic and typewriting work. Bird license,
.....
Phone Main 40.
'
license, resident,
Big gam
alien
wishes
Competent stenographer
extra work from 4:30 to 6:30 p. m. Bird license, resident, alien....
alien.
Address A. C, general delivery, East Bird license,
live
permit,
Transportation
',
Las Vegas, N. M.
',
.
game
Permit to transport out of terFOR RENT
ritory, each deer..,.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for Permit to fchip out of territory,
'
each loi of fish .............
light housekeeping.
Inquire M,
Implicate license, certificate or
Howell, 721 Fourth street
book-keepe-
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murder

,5

...

the second degree, and
that the court extend
The only exclusive undertaker, to
clemency to the defendant
Thomas Dallas, an old time pros
ta Phone- - Office and Residence
610 Lincoln Avenue
The Reori Cafe at Tucumcari has
pector who left Silver City in 185'
been leased to J. F. Caldwell.
;
was found murdered at his
Miss Rent Terry has returned to about twelve miles north of Clifton
Tucumcarl from school at Goodnight, Ariz. '
AND
No hot and blistering air
Texas.
Horse thieves have been getting In
to
Short Order? and Regular Dinners
D. J. Crais purchased the residence
sap vitality and make
their nefarious work In the northern
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED property of A. J. Andrews at Farm part of th3 territory. John King at
cooking intolerable when
Ington.
work is done on the safe,
Folsom has lost nearly thirty head
Perry O. McDonald of Forrest; was and the
economical and comfoRoy Land and Livestock
In Tucumcarl to make final proof ap
rtableNew
at
Perfection
company
Roy have lost about
plication.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Wick Blue Flame Oil
dozen fine animals.
George Ptna, of Santa Rosa, is in
vooK-otov- e.
Tucumcarl tteting as interpreter for
using ,
uauu-JCALODGE NO. 2. A. F. & A
the court.
PHYSICIANS.
your Kitchen is not a I
LATEST HAPPENINGS
W. D. yMetzgar, a former Albuquerroom to fly from, but a ola
sl Regular com
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
quean, is low engaged in business
munication first and
;
AROUND WAGONMOUD
necessary household work i's
In Vaughn.
DENTIST
In
third Thuisday
doesn V heat the kitchen. The
Work on the new Presbyterian
ViBlt-- Suite 4,
Crockett Building.
each month
Both
(Special Correspondence.)
church at Tucumcarl continues to
phones &t office and residence.
ing brothers cordial
Wagon Mound, April 21.
progress
rapidly.
.
Invited.
Geo.
H. Kinkel.-Wly
The
weather
William
D.
N.
prophet says that
and
Williams
Ridley
Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.. ,
DR. G. L. JENKINS
have purchased the Hanim barber "When April blows his horn, it's .good
for bay and corn." If that is true, we
'
Cook-Stov- e
, shop at Tuumcari.
LAS VEQA3 COMMANDERT NO. 2.
DENTIST
Mrs. C. H. Miller of San Jon was In should not feel discouraged even
i, Wh wiih a CABINET TOP iu,t lite .'he modem
Knights Templar. Regular
Keel meo.
Tucumcari, en route to her old home though the wind has been blowing
vomIFbines conveniences
.
fonml m" nn
, . stout
conclave second Tuesday In
Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
and a good deal of real
nc vertect
in London, England.
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veryJiard
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summn
sizes.
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for
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With
month
at'
79
estate
Phone
or
Masonic
without Cabinet Top.
V""has changed hands, . also lo
Charles Daniels, manager of th
Vegas
At your dealer's, or
ffemple, 7:30 p. m. John , S. Clark,
Gila Farm company, was a business cation, in the last few days.' A good
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
V, C Charles Tamme, Recorder.
rain Is sorely needed.
visitor to Silver City.
Last Saturday a number of Sol
John I. Davis and Mrs. Charlotte
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYof Aztec were married at the Vorenberg's friends were invited to
draft lamp free from the
Jariett
Office Pioneer Building;' over Grand American hotel
'
faults of other lamps. A perfect artificial
on his eleventh birthday.
him
surprise
in
that
place.
J Arch Masons. Regular
light.
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
fSgp!, convocation
Handsome and safe. If not with
Charles A. Marshall has purchased' The children spent the afternoon
your dealer,
first Monday In
Main 67.
our
write
nearest
agency.
the ice cream parlor and candy store playing games, after which Miss Cla
each month
t Masonic
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
ra
and Julia server refreshments, all
of 0. W. Lefler at Farmlngton.
7:Si
m.
M.
R
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Temple,
i
..
Jt"
ATTORN EY8.
(Incorporated)
The W. O; W. Tucumcari lodge will heartily enjoying the same.
.
Williams, H P.,
has. H
Mrs.
Simon
hold unveiling ceremonies at Sunny-sidVorenberg's sister,
wporleder, Secretary.,
GEORGE H. HUNKER
husband and two children arrived
cemetery on Sunday, May 2nd.
Attorney at Law
Incorporation papers have been Saturday o,i No. 7 to visit the fam
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
n
Abstract ily and were in time for the "birth
Office: Veeder Block, Lai Vegas, New filed by the
with
company
headquarters at Clo- - day party."
Mexico."
Knights of Pythias
Mrs. McKellar and" Miss Sullivanvis.
meet every Monday
evening in Castle
C. M. Elliott left Farmlngton for called at Fa'rvlew
ranch Saturday
GEORGE E. MORRISON
Hall, Visitmit Knights
- afternoon.
..
Pueblo
S.
Bonito
Stachout
F.
taking
are cordially Invited,
Mr. Medlnn's little girl ran Into the
er, the new Indian agent, and his
J. P. SACKMAN
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
barbed wive fence while playing
Chancellor Command
f
,
family.
er.
at school aul cut her lip quite badly.
The Martha
VT. D. KENNEDY,
Office: Wheeler BIdg. E. Las Vegas Children of the Washington sooioty,
was thought that surgical atten
American
Revolution
Keeper of Record and
at. Silver City will give a dance on tion would he necessary.
. . Seal.
Mrs. Donaciano Martinez is sick in
April 24.
N. M.
The entertainment to be given by bed with neuralgia.
BALDY LODGE, NO. 77. FRATERVINCENT TUODEB, Prop,
One of our citizens was asked the.
the, San Juii:i guards and athletic
APRIL 26-- 29,
1909.
NAL UNION
OF AMERICA
other
association
at
has
been,
and
day if he was going to plant his
Farmlngton
Cigar.
Me ts first and third Wednesday of mported Wines, Liquors
For this above meeting tickets
No. 501 Railroad Avenue. Opposite postponed.
potatoes in the dark of the moon. His
each month at Fraternal BrotherAbout 100 couples attended the en reply was 11 at he would plant them
Railroad Depot
will
be on sale April 24 to 27 inst.
hood hall. Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
tertainment and dauce given by the in the ground, as he had always been
Billiard Tables Ir Connection
Bertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary. Vis- Royal Neighbors in Odd Fellows' hall In the habit of doing, with the best of
30. 19C9
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
success.
Iting members cordially Invited.
at Albuquevque.
Mrs. D. T. Stafford visited at the
Dr. E. J.rrlng who was thrown
FARE FOR THE
3REBEKAH LODGE, ,1. O. O. F.,
from his buggy at Tucumcari and serio- homes of Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Ar
usly-injur
meets second and fourth Thursday
ai, is reported by his phy nold last Fr'day.
THOHNMLL,
Mrs. McElier has rhubarb large
sician to be improving.
evenings of each month at the I.
Jay Turley has been notified at enough to use.
O. O. P. hall. Miss Bertha Becktr,
Floral Designs for Weddings,
Farmlngton, that he has been elected
S. L. BATCHELOR, Agent
N. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V. G.,
etc.
Cut
Ade-Jen-e
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506 Grand Ave.,
month at
Phone Main 167.
At the meeting of the town board dents from speeding automobiles, that on a recent Sunday. As- this track is
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San Miguel Bank.
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at Farmlngton Frank Hon, resigned always mark the opening of the sea only about
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East Las Vegas, N.M.
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and appalling this spring, and the average rate of a lap every 16 secdon, secretary.
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speed
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LAS VEGAS

Lawn lowers Sharpened

SATURDAY April 24th,
We Will Have in Fresh Vegetables
NEW MEXICO
Green Onions,

Spiiiage,

&

o ItvNow
Hi
Ludwig Win. Ilfeld
WEATHER REPORT
April 22, 1909
Temperature Maximum 49; minimum 27; range 22.
. Humidity 12' m. 83, 6 p. m. 84;
mean 83.
Forecast
Tonight and Saturday
" '
(air, with rising temperature. '

.

at

v

y :'

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Use

Our

Also see us for Seed Wheatt

Las Vegas Roller Mill
Phone

131,

A Simple Test

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
1
you can easily find out.

Can You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
'
'
.
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depositary for your funds,
with interest
4 per cent on tinje depqsits..

'

The First Nationals Bank
NEW

M

EXIC0

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,' President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.
Ass't Cashier.

MONEYS AFED
,

Free from Slate or Slack

w. CONDON V.

Vhone Main 31

'

Foot Main St

TRY A JAR

OF.,

-

.'w--

The condition of Conductor Mike
R. Jones was reported as still favor
able at the, local railroad hospital
today, though visitor are not yet admitted to his bedside.

FOR SALE Trees, ahrubs, vines
and roses for the benefit of the Las
Vegas hospital. Inquire Mrs. A. D.
Higgins, corner Sixth street and National avenue.
'

ii-

-

IN 1(1

Beech Nut Packing Co.
". ALSO

Figs andL Stuffed Far d Dates
retaiDirjg

IF NO OTHER REASON

:

J.

BE CERTAIN

ST

LINES.
;

Johnsen
DEALERS IN

II

Son

QO.,

,

HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street

,

the statement that he hasn't missed a
prayer mee ing in all the years that
he has beeu blessed with worldly
'
,
prosperity.
Great
the
In the last issue of
Southwest Magazine are illustrations
of the Y. M. C..A. building and the
city hall here, together with views of
public buildings In other places. They
are used to illustrate an article by
John L. Cowan, captioned "The Next
.
Star in Did Glory."

"Phone Main 85

Bakery Goodies
FRESH EVERY DAY

Breodr

WholeWheat,
Cream,

Eye,

'

.

White.

COOKIES

The Richmond Missourlan is work- Cup Cakes,
Ginger,
ing for a fitting monument over the
.Cocoanut,
grave of General Israel B. Hendley, a
hero of the Mexican war, who fell in
Vanilla.
the battle of Mora, N. M., in 1847.
The grave is at present unmarked except by a fallen slab, lying in what Caremal,
is now an open street in Richmond.
Nut,

CAKES

Mrs.. A.

Chocolate,
Cocoanut,
Loaf
Angel Food.

J. Cajal

and
daughter,
Mary, stopped over with friends in
Raton, Saturday and Sunday. They
are on their; way to Salt Lake City
tor a visit They formerly lived in
Raton and .Las Vegas, but for the
past five years have been residing in
Lds Angeles, Cat Raton Range.

,

"Always the Best" at

c.

;

K

District Attorneyv C. W. G. Ward is

Mucin

"THE COFFEE MAN"

at work'preparlng. certificates of sale
to San Miguel county of all properties
listed on the delinquent tax list, for Wc Can Not Emphasize Too
the year 1907, and all previous years.
Strongly .
Immediately upon the expiration of
the time fixed by law, May 26, every the advantage you could gain by
piece of property upon which the the economy of
buying Men's
taxes have r.ot been paid will pass Suits from
$8.00 to $15.00. We
into the possession and ownership of
believe that it is to your and our
the constituted authorities
of the
interest to handle,
'
'' ' .
county.
.

Old Soldier Goes East,
Michael Fritz, who was a frequent

visitor to Las Vegas from Fort Union
something like forty years ago, passed through for St. Louis this afternoon, in which city he will spend two
months. He now resides in Los Angeles, CalM and Is a retired merchant, having amassed a competency
for life by making investments, thai
'.
.
ipanned out well. ;
However, forty years back he was
a soldier 1n tha regular army and
got to be first sergeant of troop D,
of the Third V, 8. cavalry abou$ the
time that a similar compliment was
f
paid the late Albert Greisinger, of
Las Vegas, whose bones have returned to dust in a local cemetery.

Only The Very Best.

.

' Before
buying elsewhere come
and inspect our goods and see
how much we give you for your
money.
We have extended the sale on the
$3,50 and $4.00 shoes at there
markable price of $2.50 until the
'
1st. of May.
,

J.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
At the Lobby, of course.

to-yo-u.

t.

FOR HEALTH;

2, 000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
1,000 to 2.000 lbs. " '
30c
"
200 to L.000 lbs. "
"
40c ' : r '

J. H. STEARNS,
'.'!!

V---

'

'

I

;

-

X :; ..'30to,.; 200 lbs..
50 lbs.
Lfef-stha-

Distributer

'

PRICES:

Ify.''

h

CRYSTAIJ

"
"

;

ICE CO..

"

50c
75c

H

iWH'
,.'

McGuire & Webb

riioue Mala 227

0

,
3

615 Lincoln Ave.,
Next to Wells Fargo Express Co.

THE
"HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
-

5

A. TAICHER.T.

ORANG ES
T

urcssrs, uuissssra esan uaxcrs

;

:j

&

H. O. BROWN TRADIHG

--

freshness and

flavor.

TO LOOK

;.:V.'

:

C.
:f

you $3.00 to $5 00

any room size rug.
OVER OUR

A race will be run at Chapelle as
Don't forgot the Pocahontas ball at
as 7 o'clock tomorrow morning
early
Fraternal Brotherhood hall Monday
between a horse belonging in that
evening.
town and a nag from La Questa. A
The heavy snow storms in Colorado number of persona will go down to
for the pat two days have made tele Chapelle from thi city today with
graphic communication with Denver bank rolls or promises to pay in their
difficult but It will be all cleared up pockets.
;
today.
Homan ' D. Hallett, formerly of the
Good piano for sale cheap at office Clyde ranch in Mora county, subse-auentl-y
of Investment and Agency corporaresiding in Los 'Angeles,
tion.'
Cal., is now a resident of Detroit,
Mich. He Is president there" of the
The smokestack on the old electric Eureka Gauge company manufacturlight plant cn the Hot Springs line ers of gasoline tanks for motor cars
fell with a terrible noise and a jar and cycles, the supply always being
like an ear'hquake this afternoon at vl3ible without removing the lid.
2 o'clock.
There was no particular
reason for 11 falling at the time as
W. J. Frjor, of Chicago, who came
there was little wind blowing.,
,e to Las Vegas, visited mesa lands and
saw for himself, has purchased a
For Sale Good 1200 pound work tract which had been placed on sale
Will sell separate with the Investment and Agency corhorse and surrey.
'
:
Apply at Hub.
poration. It immediately adjoins the
Corthan place and will be planted to
Reserved seats can be secured crops this season with every assurwithout cost for the Emily Waterman ance that the harvest will be of sufConcert and Recital company by call ficient proportions to write about 'to
ing on Secretary Barnes at the Y.. M. his former doubting neighbors back
C. A. The entertalnment '.will be east, whence he came.
given Saturday night under the aus
pices of the Santa Fe reading room
H. A Harvey, who is too modest a
department at the Y. M. C.-- A. audi man to even let It be
generally
v
A
V
.
torium.
known that he was elected constable
of this precinct Uy a majority large
i General labile Invited to the Poca
to make any citizen proud of
hontas ball at Fraternal Brotherhood enough
it, and this without declaring his
hall Monday evening, April 26.
candidacy or soliciting a single vote,
came down town yesterday from the
The shooting season for Troop A
lower Harvey ranch. He" reports a
will open May first and the troopers
are all ready making preparations to snowfall there of about seven inches,
amount of snow fell
go on the range. The organization though twice that
has some excellent material and will at the upper ranch that bears his
name.
,
undoubtedly turn out a good team to
compete for the territorial silver lov
; Dr.
R. A Morley reached home
ing cup.
from Chicago yesterday
afternoon.
It is undo stood that the present Asked abo.it the big deal for the
force of assistants at the office of the $400,000 apartment house in that city,
cattle sanitary board, Miss Blanche he replied that the newspapers got
Rothgeb an 1 Miss Cora M. Duncan, the story nearly correct, with the exwill .transfs" their' place of residence ception of ifce 1170,000 encumbrance
from this city to Albuquerque, In the part ' of It ' This is not true. Dr.
event that Secretary AuBten and hla Morley would also, perhaps, take excommittee finally decide upon a suit- - ception, or some one else might, to

'

PUT UP BY

jarsthereby

on,

FOR THIS

Katie Seela was- - admitted to the
n of moisture has been
.The que tu
asylum from Lincoln county r yester'
day; also Tomasa Anaya from Taos eliminated from the conversations
between land agents and homeseekers
county. .
on the mini today. It is now only
a matter of price and terms of
Always hot water at Nolette barber
;
shop.

Peanut Butter

Packed iDJglass

We gviotrarvtee to save

-

'

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened itaton Egg, $4.70
per ton Just what you want for cooking--

D.

In a Large Variety

Call up Main 276 for carnations
Don't forget the dance Saturday
and
other cut flowers. Floral designs
night at Fraternal Brotherhood hall
made
up ton short notice.
Mrs.
Perry
O'Brien.
by
Onion.

FROM THE MILL

FRESH

.

'

"

OF LAS VEGAS.

Rugs! R.ugs! R.ugs!

re-

t

.

.

SIXTH STREET

Y

act yourTgrbcer's.

FOR CASH ONLY

JCEVY'S

William Ferris,, a
from
Grant county, who has been held in
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Hanson are the the county jail here, has been reparents of a girl babe, born yester- committed to the hospltal for the insane by. Chief Justice W. J. Mills.
day forenoon.

ride : Mour
'

''.

LOST

LOCAL' NEWS.

f

Of 'Merrimack Iudigo Blue Calico for $1.00
15 Yards of Amoskeg Apron Ginghams, $1.00
Embroideries, 5c, 10c and 15c a Yard
Also bargains in Blankets and Comforts
12 Yards Hope Brand Bleached Muslin for $1.00
Dress Ginghams'and Percales, 12 Cts. Yard.

able location in the Duke City and
definitely conclude to move the office
'
there.
Saturday afternoon, a
leather coat. Finder please
turn to Optic office and receive
reward.

,

Coster

Yards Limit to Each

15

I;

.

IN FRUITS
Every thing that the Market affords

Saturday and Monday,

PUT IT IN PRACpCALLY AS GOOD SHAPE AS
WHEN NEW.
PHONE MAIN 379. -

,
CALIFORNIA
Celery,
Head Lettuce,
Cabbage,
Artichokes,
Parsley,
f
Asparagus,
Cauliflower,
Horseradish Root,
Green Peas,
Kansas Sweet Potatoes.
.

SPECIAL SALE

IT AND

,, Carrots,
Soap Bunches,
'
Rhubarb,
Turnips.
Parsnips,
FROM TEXAS
Young Beets, Green Beans, New Potatoes, Radishes and Lettuce.
EXTRA FANCY TOMATOES from OLD MEXICO

;

LAS VEGAS' EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS STORE

WE WILL CALL FOR YOUR MOWER, OIL IT, SHARPEN

Plants

Oyte

Leek,-
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